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Kuwait afﬁrms Arab states keen to further joint action

Gulf jitters as US pulls missiles
‘Realignment’
Opinion

King, people alliance cements Moroccan democracy
By Ahmed Al-Jarallah
Editor-in-Chief, the Arab Times
MOROCCO’s parliamentary and municipal elections concluded last week,
thus ending the chapter of the populist
discourse of the Islamic factions that
had beneﬁted from the wave of the socalled “Arab Spring” through which
they dominated the government and
parliament for ten years.
During that decade, Moroccans
witnessed the greatest disappointment. At one point, they thought these
factions would better their welfare,
but they experienced bitterness again
and again until they were fed up with
the political fabrications, especially
after the Islamists tried to cling to the
last government through the mosaic
of a hybrid alliance with forces opposing it in schemes and thoughts.
Moroccans are well aware that
the picture with which the recent
elections ended is not different from
what it was during the period between
1970s and 1990s when the socialist
left dominated the street based on the
strength of the rhetoric of pan-Arabism that proved to be unrealistic on
the ground.
Nonetheless, given that democracy
in the Kingdom of Morocco is based
on a ﬁrm foundation and consistent
royal endeavor to meet popular demands, the late King Hassan II granted
the Socialist Union of Popular Forces
the head of government after the 1998
elections, and the backwash of that era.
At that time, the historical opposition leader Abdul-Rahman AlYoussouﬁ was chosen for the position of Prime Minister. He was given
signiﬁcant authority in the hope that
he would achieve for Moroccans the
least of what his party was calling for.
This led to his major defeat in the
ﬁrst elections held during the reign of
King Mohammed VI in 2002, from
which the party entered into semipopular isolation.
In 2011, after the Muslim Brotherhood Group’s political faction
the Justice and Development Party
won the parliamentary elections, the
systematic process of the Muslim
Brotherhood Group’s deception began throughout the Arab world, to
the extent of borrowing slogans of the
Lebanese Hezbollah for the “divine
victory” for this group. However, today the majority of Moroccans thank
King Mohammed VI for giving that
party ten years to rule in order to reveal its true colors.
During its decade-long rule, the
party did nothing worth mentioning.
Instead, it helped abort the reforms
that were achieved between 1999 and
2011, by cultivating its followers in institutions, which made corruption rampant in many of them, and prompted
the king to personally oversee every
small and big aspect in the country.
The king went on to organize
ﬁeld tours to see the conditions of
the people, especially in Al Hoceima
and Agadir, which were the ﬁrst areas
to reject the practices of the Muslim
Brotherhood Group government.
Therefore, when the Justice and
Development Party suffers this resounding defeat, it means the Muslim
Brotherhood Group has become by
virtue of the historical wind, especially after their defeat in Egypt, Tunisia,
and the rest of the Arab world.
Today, after the sweeping victory
of the National Rally of Independents
(NRI), it is faced with the challenge of
meeting the aspirations of Moroccans,
implementing its electoral program
titled “100 days for 100 cities” as announced by its president Aziz Akhannouch, and working to achieve citizens’ demands for social security and
good health services, the allocation of
monthly stipend for the elderly, providing one million job opportunities,
and improving the administration’s
relationship with the citizens and
dedicating it to public service.
In fact, this program stems from
the core of the royal speeches in
which King Mohammed VI repeatedly stressed the need to launch an institutional workshop to achieve more
social security.
That is why the NRI are now under
the microscope of the people. Those
who know the Moroccan people are
well aware that it is very difﬁcult to
deceive them, especially since they
are familiar with the democratic
games. The royal court is keen about
working on the nation’s development
and progress, because it considers the
people as its main ally and gives them
the freedom of choice.
Email: ahmed@aljarallah.com
Follow me on:

ahmedaljarallah@gmail.com

DUBAI, Sept 11, (AP):
The U.S. has removed
its most advanced missile defense system
and Patriot batteries from Saudi Arabia
in recent weeks, even
as the kingdom faced
continued air attacks
from Yemen’s Houthi
rebels, satellite photos
analyzed by The Associated Press show.
The redeployment of the
defenses from Prince Sultan
Air Base outside of Riyadh
came as America’s Gulf Arab
allies nervously watched the
chaotic withdrawal of U.S.
troops from Afghanistan,
including their last-minute
evacuations from Kabul’s besieged international airport.

A person places ﬂowers and a US ﬂag on a name inscribed on the National September 11 Memorial on the 20th anniversary of the terrorist attacks in New York, Sept. 11. (AP)

While tens of thousands of
American forces remain across
the Arabian Peninsula as a counterweight to Iran, Gulf Arab
nations worry about the U.S.’s
future plans as its military perceives a growing threat in Asia
that requires those missile defenses. Tensions remain high
as negotiations appear stalled
in Vienna over Iran’s collapsed
nuclear deal with world powers,
raising the danger of future confrontations in the region.
“Perceptions matter whether
or not they’re rooted in a cold,
cold reality. And the perception
is very clear that the U.S. is not
as committed to the Gulf as it
used to be in the views of many
people in decision-making authority in the region,” said Kristian Ulrichsen, a research fellow
at the James A. Baker III Institute
for Public Policy at Rice University.
“From the Saudi point of view,
they now see Obama, Trump and
Biden - three successive presidents - taking decisions that signify to some extent an abandonment.”

Denied

From left: former President Bill Clinton, former First Lady Hillary Clinton, former President Barack Obama, former First
Lady Michelle Obama, President Joe Biden, First Lady Jill Biden, former New York City Mayor Michael Bloomberg, Bloomberg’s partner Diana Taylor, Speaker of the House Nancy Pelosi (D-CA) and Senate Majority Leader Charles Schumer
(D-NY) stand for the national anthem during the annual 9/11 Commemoration Ceremony at the National 9/11 Memorial
and Museum on Sept. 11, in New York. (AP)

Sheikh Ahmad
verdict: guilty
GENEVA, Sept 11, (AP): Olympic power broker Sheikh Ahmad
Al-Fahad Al-Sabah of Kuwait
was found guilty on Friday of
forgery linked to implicating his
political rivals in Kuwait in a
coup plot - a verdict that puts his
long career in
global sports
politics at risk.
S h e i k h
Ahmad,
his
English former lawyer, a
Kuwaiti aide
and two more
lawyers based
in Geneva in
2014
were
convicted on Sheikh Ahmad
forgery charges linked to orchestrating a sham
arbitration case in the upscale
Swiss city.
The sheikh was sentenced to
almost 14 months’ jail time with
a further 15 months suspended in
a case that has put much of his
Olympic work on hold for almost
three years.
“I know I didn’t do anything.
I will wait for the appeal (and)
my rights,” Sheikh Ahmad said
as he walked away from court
with his lawyers, adding he
would return to Geneva to challenge his conviction. “I will
never stop because I believe I
am innocent.”
The panel of three judges found
the ﬁve men took part in a staged
legal dispute and arbitration hearing to gain a favorable ruling. It
sought to authenticate video footage that would show two Kuwaiti
politicians - including a former
prime minister - discussing a possible coup in the oil-rich kingdom.
His sentence was more severe
than the public prosecutor had
requested - just six months’ jail
time with a further two years suspended.

Newswatch
KUWAIT CITY: Kuwait Airways will resume its commercial ﬂight once a week to
and from New York, starting today, Saturday.
In a press statement, Kuwait Airways
Director of the Public Relations, Fayez
Al-Enezi, said that this destination is in
high demand from clients, especially business travelers, tourists and students.
Kuwait Airways seeks to give its clients
wider options to meet their travel needs and
provide them with a better service by launching new and diverse destinations, he added.
Kuwait Airways has reoperated several destinations since mid-June, which are
London, Sarajevo, Paris, Geneva, Munich, Frankfurt, Trabzon, Bodrum, Tbilisi, Malacca, Cairo, Amsterdam, Mumbai, Delhi, Kochi, Madras, Trivandrum,
Bangalore, Ahmedabad, Islamabad, Lahore, Colombo and Dhaka. (KUNA)
❑ ❑ ❑

KUWAIT CITY: Kuwait’s daily coronavirus cases rose by 41 to 410,734 as deaths
increased by one to 2,430, the health ministry said on Saturday.
Another 146 people were cured of the
virus, raising the total of those to have
overcome the disease to 407,001, according to ministry spokesperson Dr Abdallah Al-Sanad in a statement.
The number of people hospitalised
with the virus at COVID-19 wards is 84,
with 37 of them in intensive care units, he
added, revealing that another 1,303 are receiving regular treatment.
Some 13,757 swab tests were conducted over the last day out of a total of
3,931,807, mentioned the ofﬁcial.
He went on to urge nationals and expatriates alike that abiding by health precautions, mainly, following social distancing
rules, is the only way to halt the spread of
the virus. (KUNA)
❑ ❑ ❑

KUWAIT CITY: Kuwait’s Foreign Minister and State Minister for Cabinet Affairs
Sheikh Dr Ahmad Nasser Al-Mohammad Al-Sabah congratulated on Friday
Lebanon’s newly-appointed Foreign Minister Dr Abdallah Bouhabib on his new
post.
Sheikh Ahmad wished the Lebanese

top diplomat all the success in his new
role alongside growth and progress for
bilateral relations between the two countries. (KUNA)
❑ ❑ ❑

DOHA: Kuwait’s zone in this year’s Katara exhibition in Qatar could see when
visiting the capital, Doha, hobbies of old
generations who used to hunt in the wild
using falcons, and other hunting gear.
This year’s Suhail 2021, she light on
the latest technologies for hunting wild
animals, including food, medicine, and
maps of the famous areas for hunting.
(KUNA)
❑ ❑ ❑

TEHRAN: Iran says that the head of the
International Atomic Energy Organization is arriving in the country for talks
with Iranian ofﬁcials.
Kazem Gharibabadi, Iran’s envoy
to the IAEA, said in a tweet that Rafael
Grossi is arriving Saturday, and will travel to Tehran this afternoon. He’s scheduled to meet Iran’s vice-president and
head of the country’s atomic organization,
Mohammad Eslami, on Sunday.
It will be Grossi’s ﬁrst visit to the country since new president Ebrahim Raisi
took ofﬁce. Gharibabadi said the two sides
will issue a joint statement after the meeting. (AP)
❑ ❑ ❑

WASHINGTON: The US said Thursday
that it would like to see a resumption of indirect nuclear deal negotiations with Iran
in Vienna “as soon as possible.”
“Certainly the United States would like
to see a resumption of indirect negotiations in Vienna as soon as possible,” State
Department Spokesperson Ned Price told
reporters.
He clariﬁed that the US continue to
believe that the JCPOA is the most effective means to ensure that Iran is once
again permanently and veriﬁably prevented from ever obtaining a nuclear
weapon.
“We would like to see those negotiations restart as soon as possible so we can
test the proposition as to whether a mutual return to compliance is still within the
realm of possibility,” he noted. (AP)

Prince Sultan Air Base, some
115 kilometers (70 miles) southeast of Riyadh, has hosted several thousand U.S. troops since
a 2019 missile-and-drone attack
on the heart of the kingdom’s oil
production. That attack, though
claimed by Yemen’s Houthi rebels, appears instead to have been
carried out by Iran, according
to experts and physical debris
left behind. Tehran has denied
launching the attack, though
a drill in January saw Iranian
paramilitary forces use similar
drones.
Just southwest of the air base’s
runway, a 1-square-kilometer
(third-of-a-square-mile)
area
set off by an earthen berm saw
American forces station Patriot
missile batteries, as well as one
advanced Terminal High Altitude
Area Defense unit, according to
satellite images from Planet Labs
Inc. A THAAD can destroy ballistic missiles at a higher altitude
than Patriots.
A satellite image seen by
the AP in late August showed
some of the batteries removed
from the area, though activity
and vehicles still could be seen
there. A high-resolution Planet
Lab satellite picture taken Friday showed the batteries’ pads
at the site empty, with no visible
activity.
A redeployment of the missiles had been rumored for
months, in part due to a desire
to face what American ofﬁcials
see as the looming “great powers
conﬂict” with China and Russia.
However, the withdrawal came
just as a Houthi drone attack on
Saudi Arabia wounded eight people and damaged a commercial
jetliner at the kingdom’s airport
in Abha. The kingdom has been
locked in a stalemate war with
the Houthis since March 2015.
Pentagon spokesperson John
Kirby acknowledged “the redeployment of certain air defense
assets” after receiving questions
from the AP. He said the U.S.
maintained a “broad and deep”
commitment to its Mideast allies.
“The Defense Department
continues to maintain tens of
thousands of forces and a robust
force posture in the Middle East
representing some of our most
advanced air power and maritime
capabilities, in support of U.S.
national interests and our regional partnerships,” Kirby said.
Continued on Page 3

‘A new spirit’
CAIRO, Sept 11, (KUNA):
Kuwait’s Foreign Minister and
State Minister for Cabinet Affairs Sheikh Dr Ahmad Nasser
Al-Mohammad Al-Sabah on
Thursday underlined Arab states’
keenness, including Kuwait, to
boost joint action.
Speaking at a press conference after chairing ministerial
talks among Arab League member states in Cairo, the minister
said, when asked about Kuwaiti
efforts to mend the rift between
Algeria and Morocco, that his
country has “great conﬁdence in
all the Arab leaderships, and their
ongoing endeavour to boost joint
Arab action.”
“Kuwait and other Arab countries will play their role in this
ﬁeld to strengthen Arab reconciliation, solidarity and cohesion,”
he explained.
The minister recalled the AlUla summit in Saudi Arabia,
which closed the chapter on a
feud between Gulf states that
lasted over three years, mentioning the emergence of a “new
Arab spirit in dialogue and reconciliation, which aims to ﬁnd
common denominators to build
upon.”

Discussions
The ministerial discussions
were characterised by “brotherhood and admiration,” he said,
but conceded that “it is not
healthy for 21 countries to come
together and agree on everything.”
On the top of these discussions
was the “primary Arab issue,”
the Palestinian issue, namely Israel’s continuing breaches on the
rights of Palestinians in occupied
territories, he said, stressing the
need to continue shedding light
on these violations.
The minister made signiﬁcant reference to the events in
late May, “whether the events
of Sheikh Jarrah or what happened in the occupied territories
or Gaza, and the Israeli violations
for more than 73 years.”
In regards to the matter, Arab
states agreed for there to be “signiﬁcant participation” at upcoming United Nations General Assembly meetings, he revealed.
Similarly, he underlined the
importance of ensuring sustainable support for the UN Relief
and Works Agency (UNRWA)
in its bid to provide humanitarian
support to Palestinian refugees,
unaffected by political agenda.
Alongside this, the ministers
discussed the developments in
Lebanon, Syria, Libya, Yemen,
Sudan, Somalia and the Comoros, in addition to Iran’s occupation of the three Emirati islands, Greater Tunb, Lesser Tunb
and Abu Musa.
Other matters included the
security of navigation and the
transport of energy supplies in
Arab Gulf waters, Iran and Turkey’s interventions in the internal
affairs of Arab states and establishing a nuclear weapon-free
zone in the Middle East.
The minister also said that the
matter of Arab-African cooperation took a “large space” of the
discussions throughout several
Arab meetings, positively reﬂecting on the two regions’ close
proximity in terms of “geography, human-to-human communication, customs, tradition, faith
and mannerisms.”

Situation
At the same press conference,
Arab League Secretary General Ahmad Abul-Gheit said an
Arab Troika would convene with
members of the United Nations
Security Council on September
22 to mull the situation in the
region, particularly the occupied
Palestinian territories.
The Arab Summit Troika
-- the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, Tunisia, and Algeria -- and
the UNSC members will hold
their meeting in New York on
the sidelines of the coming UN
General Assembly meeting, the
Arab League chief said in a news
conference following the regular
Arab foreign ministers meeting
in Cairo today.
Abul-Gheit thanked Tunisia,
the Arab member at the UNSC,
for arranging the meeting.
On the coming Arab summit,
he pointed out that it would be
held next March in Algeria.
He noted that the UN Palestinian refugee agency (UNRWA) is
struggling with acute ﬁnancial
crisis, with a budget shortfall
estimated at approximately USD
100 million.
Arab countries with a ﬁnancial ability like Kuwait, Saudi
Arabia, Algeria and Egypt are
remarkably contributing to the
UNRWA budget, he argued.
The Arab League chief criticized the Israeli Prime Minister
Naftali Bennet for opposing any
attempts to resume negotiations
for a political settlement with
Palestinians.
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Expected weather for the next
24 hours:
By Day: Hot with light to moderate north westerly wind with
speeds of 10-35 km/h.
By Night: Rather hot with light
to moderate north westerly wind

Prayer Timings
Fajr ........ 04:10
Sunrise .. 05:30
Zohr ....... 11:45

Asr .......... 15:16
Maghrib .. 17:59
Isha ........ 19:17

Weather
with speeds of 12-38 km/h.
Station
Max Exp Min Rec
Kuwait City
43
32
Kuwait Airport
44
32
Abdaly
44
28
Jahra
43
31
Salmiyah
40
32

Ahmadi
Wafra
Salmy
Jal Aliyah
Managish

2
40
44
42
43
-

33
30
27
29
-

VACCINE REGISTRATION WEBSITE: https://cov19vaccine.moh.gov.kw/SPCMS/CVD_19_Vaccine_Registration.aspx

‘We’ve been paying heavy price in past’

Faculties body demands non-interference in KU director selection
KUWAIT CITY, Sept 11: The Kuwait University Faculty Association warns about political and
partisan interference in the selection of the university’s director, reports Al-Qabas daily.
In a press statement, the association said, “Over
the past years, Kuwait University has been paying
heavy price – at the academic and administrative
level – of being the only public university in the
country.”
Perhaps the most prominent evidence to this interference are the attempts to inﬂuence the selection
of university ofﬁcials, especially its director. This
was a clear reason for bad university decisions, and
the decline of the administrative and academic level
caused by poor choices that were made according to
crude political interference in the work of the selection committees. This was reﬂected in the decline
of the university’s classiﬁcation, although it is the
oldest university in the region. The poor selection
of its leaders made many young universities in the
surrounding countries outperform it.
Today, after the university suffered more than
two years of an administrative vacuum that has
expanded from the position of the university’s director to most of its leadership positions, we denounce the attempts to inﬂuence the selection of
the new university director, as the circulating news

indicates a push towards a particular candidate.
Indeed, some of the names presented in the
news circle are marred by many question marks,
as it is necessary to verify the academic level of
these individuals as well as their administrative
history at the university, so that the administration
is not assigned to anyone other than its people.
The university today is in dire need of choosing
an academic personality with administrative efﬁciency, and without political orientation, so that
the university can be rescued from further decline.
Political and partisan interference has always been
a negative factor in the academic decision, and
even for the students.
We express our pain about the successive crises
that the higher education sector is going through
as a result of poor educational decisions. The conﬁdence we had in the members of the director’s
selection committee is shaken. We demand the
necessity of choosing a university director away
from partisan compromises, as what was circulated indicates the decision of the director’s selection
committee to extend the application period for the
position, as if it came to serve only certain names.
This calls for intervention to save the university
from these political calculations.”
The association appealed to the political leader-

ship to distance the university from any interference that might lead it to further decline.
It stressed that, “Today what is required is to restore the academic reputation of Kuwait University
so that it can return to being a beacon and icon of
higher education in the country and so that Kuwait
can achieve its development ambition in investing
in creative human capital. It is therefore necessary
to prevent political and partisan interference in inﬂuencing the selection of the director of Kuwait
University”.
The association concluded its statement by saying, “As we trust the desire of His Highness the
Prime Minister Sheikh Sabah Al-Khaled to achieve
human development and improve the educational
level, and we trust the efforts of the Minister of Oil
and Minister of Higher Education Dr. Muhammad
Al-Fares in the good selection of the university’s
director, we urge the need to deal ﬁrmly with any
partisan interference, the outcome of which is usually catastrophic at the university level”.
In the end, the association highlighted its legal
and moral responsibility, in accordance with the recent instructions of the Cabinet to follow all means
and procedures guaranteed by law to address corruption of all kinds, and to maintain integrity in all
other ofﬁcial bodies.

Basic pay in austerity punch
Bonuses cut for current ministers
KUWAIT CITY, Sept 11: It appears that the
Cabinet is moving forward with imposing the
government’s austerity policy after it approved
suspending the annual bonus of KD 100,000 under the clause “remedying the situation” so that
the current ministers receive only their basic
salary of KD 2,200, reports Al-Rai daily quoting
informed sources.
They indicated that the government is inclined towards moving its austerity policies to the second row
of leaders and those in high positions in various government agencies.

KUNA phopto

At Kuwait’s pavilion in this year’s Katara exhibition in Qatar held in Doha, hobbies of older generations who used to hunt in the wild using falcons, and other hunting gear could
be seen. This year’s ‘Suhail 2021’, shed light on the latest technologies for hunting wild
animals, including food, medicine, and maps of the famous areas for hunting. (KUNA)

Lawyers representing State in
cases call for most basic right
KUWAIT CITY, Sept 11: Lawyers representing the State in cases ﬁled against it need
someone to defend them and demand for their
most basic right, reports Al-Qabas daily.
In a crisis that does not match the status
of these lawyers; some of them have been
without ofﬁces for a long time, especially
those assigned in the General Administration of the Legal Advice and Legislation
Department.
According to a number of these lawyers,
the current administration building cannot
accommodate all the ofﬁces of employees
assigned in the administration. They disclosed a request to provide a building for
them was submitted to the government last
year, but nothing has been done so far.

This crisis started when the Corona pandemic emerged. The consequences of the spread of
the virus — work suspension and work reduction in some State departments — downplayed
the crisis, making it appear that a quick solution is not required even if the lawyers urgently
need ofﬁces to study the cases and prepare for
defending the rights of the State.
The daily shed light on this issue in early
January, but no one has taken any step to
ﬁnd a solution so far.
The Legal Advice and Legislation Department recently proposed solutions that
have been proven ineffective; such as asking some employees to report for work for
a week, while others take leave and this is
done periodically.

The sources revealed that the Cabinet assigned the Finance
Minister Khalifa Hamadeh to prepare a study with the cooperation of the Civil Service Commission (CSC), which is
seeking to unify the salary scale of all leaders in the various
ministries of the state and government agencies and institutions by setting organized controls in this regard.
The sources explained that, according to the study’s objective, all state leaders will receive a similar salary scale
regardless of the entity they work for, with the exception
of entities for which a special law has been issued regulating the ﬁnancial dues of its ofﬁcials. This direction also
includes unifying the various ﬁnancial beneﬁts and rewards
they receive.
After unifying the leaders’ salary scale, some of them may
only be distinguished by some of the advantages related to
their membership in the committees associated with the entity
in which they work for. This application limits the movement
of leaders from one government agency to another to obtain
the beneﬁts of the entity to which they will move to, which
led to reluctance to work in many entities whose salaries and
ﬁnancial beneﬁts are described as low compared to others.
The sources stressed that the government’s move in this direction comes within the plans to reduce government spending on salaries, the cost of which in the current budget is
about KD 12.59 billion, constituting 54.6 percent of the total
public expenditures.
They highlighted that the pressure of chapter one (salaries)
is not a new thing, but the presence of leaders in many ministries and government agencies who receive much lower salaries and beneﬁts than leaders of the same job rank in another
entity or ministry calls for the uniﬁcation of salaries in order
to achieve functional justice as well as alleviate many of the
government’s ﬁnancial problems.
The sources stressed, “Many rationalization decisions are
expected to be taken in the coming period, in addition to taking administrative steps that would signiﬁcantly reduce government spending.”

Other Voices

‘Extremist groups promoting
terror beliefs must face law’
By Attorney Dr. Fawaz Alkhateeb
Visiting Assistant Professor at
Kilaw
ith the current developments in
the Middle East and Afghanistan, press coverage of terrorism suggests that the term refers to the actions
of large groups
such as al-Qaida,
Army of Islam
and
Tehrik-eTaliban Pakistan.
However, there is
a broader deﬁnition. It is crucial
to
understand
how Kuwaiti law
deﬁnes and deals
with such groups
and how criminal
Fawaz
sanctions can be
brought against people who promote
the ideas of terrorist organisations or
individuals, particularly after the recent
promotion of Taliban ideologies by certain antagonistic Islamists in Kuwait.
There are many international classiﬁcations for terrorist organizations.
One of the main ones is issued by the
US Secretary of State in Section 219
of the US Immigration and Nationality Act (INA). The classiﬁcation plays
a critical role in combating terrorism.
Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC)countries have also issued a list of terrorist
organizations.
However, Kuwaiti criminal law does
not use a speciﬁc list of terrorist organizations to make decisions on criminal

W

acts, using instead a broader deﬁnition
of any terrorist group that conducts terrorist acts.
The law explains that promoting
the ideas of any terrorist organization
would lead to a prison sentence of up
to 10 years, as per article 10 of Law
No. 63 of 2015 regarding information
technology crimes. Financing terrorist
organizations carries a prison sentence
of up to 15 years, according to Article 3
and Article 29 of Law No. 106 of 2013
regarding the Anti-Money Laundering
and Terrorist Financing Law. Under
these laws, merely promoting the ideas
of a terrorist organization leads to a severe penalty.
The deﬁnition of a terrorist organization is a group that kills or attempts to
kill civilians or to inﬂict severe injuries
on them to intimidate a population or
force a government or organization to
do or refrain from doing any action as
per article 1 of the Anti-Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing Law.
Supporting the ideas of any group
that kills or seriously harms civilians is
a felony. The proposal of some of the
Parliament members of issuing a list of
terrorist organizations by the Ministry
of Foreign Affairs is a step in the right
direction. However, the Parliament
must bear in mind that such a list would
be illustrative rather than comprehensive so that the act of promoting the ideas of terrorist groups can be interpreted
in a broader sense to avoid offenders
escaping conviction on a technicality.
❑ ❑ ❑
Fawaz@tahergrp.org

Entry for MoE workers only

‘Teachers can enter from Sept 12’
KUWAIT CITY, Sept 11: The Ministry of
Interior has announced that public school
teachers residing in the Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia will be allowed to enter Kuwait
through Nuwaiseeb border starting from
Sept 12, reports Al-Qabas daily.
Following are the regulations on the entry
of the above mentioned teachers:
1. Entry is permitted during ofﬁcial working days from Sunday to Thursday in the
morning (5:30 am to 7:30 am).
2. These teachers must present proof that
they are working under the Kuwaiti Ministry of Education.
3. Entry is restricted to teachers working
at the Kuwaiti Ministry of Education only,
with the exception of the driver of the vehicle
transporting them (private driver - a relative).
4. They must present proof that they got
two doses of any of the corona vaccines approved by Kuwait — printed vaccination
document or through the applications ‘immunity - my identity - Tawakkalna’.
❑ ❑ ❑
Nod to MoE request: The Council of
Ministers has approved the request of the
Ministry of Education to facilitate the entry
of workers in the private educational sector

and their families who are stranded abroad,
as the country prepares for the 2021-2022
scholastic year, reports Al-Qabas daily.
Informed sources said that the government has ofﬁcially informed the Ministry
of Education that the workers in the private
educational sector and their families will
be given entry visas, with a commitment
to follow health protocol and preventive
measures and procedures of the Ministry of
Health in force.
The sources stated that the Ministerial
Committee for Corona Emergencies, at its
63/2021 meeting, reviewed the request of
the Education Ministry to facilitate the entry of workers in the private educational
sector and their families into the country
with the approval of the Council of Ministers to take the necessary action in this
regard.
The Environment Public Authority,
meanwhile, in a memorandum of understanding signed with the National Fund for
Small and Medium Enterprises Development has called on the SMEs (small and
medium enterprises) owners to participate
in recycling projects, reports Al-Qabas
daily.

Experience counts

KPC announces over
100 jobs for Kuwaitis
KUWAIT CITY, Sept 11: According to reliable
sources from the oil sector, the announcement made
by the Kuwait Petroleum Corporation (KPC) and
its subsidiaries to provide jobs for experienced citizens on its contracts includes 110 administrative and
technical jobs. They include contracts with companies such as Kuwait Oil Company, Kuwait National
Petroleum Company, Kuwait Integrated Petroleum
Industries Company (KIPIC), and the Gulf Oil Company, reports Al-Anba daily.
The sources explained that the jobs are for the
positions of chief technical support engineer for
information technology, assistant technical support
engineer for information technology, video director, editor, videographer, civil engineer, electrical
engineer, IT support technician, network engineer
specialist, development program designer, software
analyst, ﬁeld operator, HSE supervisor, mechanical
maintenance supervisor, rotating equipment supervisor, case control supervisor, safety supervisor, welding and fabrication supervisor, electrical supervisor,
precision machinery supervisor, graphic designer,
database management analyst, and other technical
and management disciplines required by contractors
in the oil sector.
The conditions for applying for these jobs are the
following :1. The applicant should be of Kuwaiti nationality.
2. They should not be more than 50 years of age.
3. Their university GPA should not be less than
2 points out of the 4 points system, with at least 70
percent in the digital system.
4. Their verbal rating should not be less than good.
5. They should not be a worker within the Kuwaitization program in contracts with KPC and its
subsidiaries.
6. They should not have been previously terminated as a disciplinary action.
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A DIGEST OF PUBLIC OPINION

‘World wary what shape will Taliban rule take after US pullout’
“SINCE the American withdrawal and the Taliban’s control of Kabul and the
mass escape through all the ports of tens of thousands of Afghans, terriﬁed
at the return of Taliban, the world has been following and wondering if the
Taliban has learned from its previous experience in a way that makes it work
with the international community in a way that reassures Afghans, albeit
slightly, the terrifying image that the world has known of over twenty years,”
columnist Suad Fahd Al-Moajel wrote for Al-Qabas daily.
“The Taliban movement has committed massacres against Afghan civilians and burned down large areas of fertile land and
destroyed tens of thousands of homes and banned all
activities, media, drawings and photography and ﬁlms
that depict living creatures.
“The Taliban has also banned music in all its forms
of art except for tambourines. It prevented girls from
attending schools and imposed the burqa on women.
The Taliban also bears responsibility for cultural genocide by destroying many temples; the most famous of
them was the destruction of the famous Buddha statue
in Bamiyan, which dates back more than 1500 years.
“One of the writers of political Islam wrote recently, Suad Al-Moajel
timidly defending the Taliban movement, saying that
it is an Afghan movement that aspired to expel the American occupiers and
its allies from its lands, and that it has succeeded in this goal and that the
exit of the occupier is a step towards restoring the Afghan people’s freedom
bring good governance, administration, democracy, development, promotion
of human rights and good dealing with the global system.
“Such an opinion is being put forward today by many in an attempt to distinguish between the ‘Islamic State’ and the ‘Islamic Taliban’ and whether
it is fair to describe the Taliban as the terrorist outﬁt that has become the
dominant feature of the Islamic State or ISIS.
“To begin with, the issue of the Western intelligence role in creating both
entities should not be overlooked. News websites and reports are full of details that indicate and conﬁrm the relationship of extremist groups with global and regional intelligence services, starting with the Muslim Brotherhood
and all the way to all groups that claim traditional ‘preaching’ activities, and
this of course includes spawning.

“The huge number of such entities since the end of the 1970s from alQaeda to Jund al-Sham to Jabhat al-Nusra, and ISIS, the Taliban and others
and from Abu Qatada to Abu Hamza, Bakri, al-Baghdadi, al-Zarqawi and
others the problem is that all of these people and all these entities claim that
they are abiding by the content of the Holy Quran and the Sunnah of the
Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) in order to show any opposition against them
as an opposition against Almighty Allah.
“Both entities, ISIS and the Taliban, have ﬂagrant hostility to Western
concepts of democracy such as equality between men and women, respect
for minorities, pluralism, human rights and freedom of expression. They
grant themselves the absolute right to punish those who violate their approach and ideology, whether by public execution, amputation of limbs, or
stoning to death.
“The emergence of the Taliban, ISIS and other extremist groups and intellectual and cultural backwardness gives justiﬁcation for the efforts of Western
thinkers such as Samuel Huntington, who is known for his famous statement
and article over what he called ‘The War of Civilizations’ in which he summarized by saying that the conﬂicts after the Cold War will not be between
nations, rather the cultural and the civilizational differences, will play the role
of the ﬁrst motive for struggles and conﬂicts, hinting according to his vision
that the Islam punishments are mostly bloody and its scopes are also bloody,
let alone that it would be easy for the Islamic values to be involved in internal
struggles in the framework of the Islamic doctrines -- the Shiite and the Sunni
-- for instance, and the ability to be involved in clash with each other.
“The problem is that the West knows very well the keys and details of our
ideological culture and acts according to that understanding while we are still
arguing about the difference between ISIS and the Taliban and whether the
Taliban is better than ISIS because they may kill but not cut heads with knives.
“The US withdrawal from Afghanistan will not create a civil Taliban state
that believes in democracy and freedoms and respects human rights. All what
will happen is this step will enable the Taliban to get out of the cave and into
the emirate, no more and no less.”

Also:
“Military personnel of the Kuwaiti army of unspecified nationality,
who participated in the wars of 1967 and 1973 on the Egyptian and Syr-

ian fronts, all without exception, even professionals among them the state
granted them the right to retire, and they or their heirs are still receiving
pension until today,” columnist, former MP and the incumbent general
manager of Scope Satellite TV Channel Talal Al-Saeed wrote for AlSeyassah daily.
“But those who had participated in the liberation war of Kuwait or in that
of August 2, 1990 from this denomination of people, some of them who were
taken prisoner and this is something has been documented, have not beneﬁted from any pension and the same can be said of those who been released
from the military service upon reaching the legal age.
“Such being the case, the question is, do those who participated in the
liberation war of Kuwait particularly the bedoun not deserve the monthly
pensions, while those who participated in the Egyptian and the Syrian wars
deserve the advantages? In other words, how the army follows a double
standard policy?
“The other important matter is the sons of these soldiers, whom the Kuwaiti army leaders did not think of accepting as volunteers in the army,
knowing that the army needs volunteers, and they are undoubtedly ﬁrst the
sons of Kuwaiti women and should be accepted before the others, and perhaps in appreciation of the services rendered by their fathers.
“The army must have considered accepting at least one of the sons, if not
two to complete their father’s career, to help them support their families.
“Ingratitude is unacceptable, and such people, who served honorably and
faithfully, especially those who participated in the war to liberate Kuwait,
must be treated in a special way, and the Kuwaiti army must be loyal to them.
Either send them into retirement like their colleagues who have participated
in the wars of Egypt and Syria, or their sons join the army. In honor of them,
and out of loyalty, no matter how many they are, the army still needs the
soldiers, and these are the sons of those who gave their youth to serve the
country, and they must be honored, and perhaps their children’s acceptance
of the army is the least they expect of honor.
“There is no justiﬁcation for forgetting this important segment of the military who have become an important component of the Kuwaiti army, and the
state must think about them and not let them suffer the hardship of living at
the end of their lives.”
— Compiled by Zaki Taleb

Delivery boys without license
Raids net violators
KUWAIT CITY, Sept 11: Last week, the
General Trafﬁc Department launched a
trafﬁc campaign in the residential areas
of Shuwaikh, Jleeb Al-Shuyoukh and Fahaheel. This campaign resulted in the issuance of 850 citations within a period of ﬁve
hours, reports Al-Rai daily.
These citations were issued for 560 direct and 300 indirect trafﬁc violations.

Top: Firemen assess the damage caused by the ﬁre in Salmiya. Above: The destruction in Khaitan.

Two hurt in two Friday blazes
An elderly woman was taken to hospital for treatment of asphyxiation when
a 9-story residential building in Salmiya caught ﬁre Friday evening, reports
Al-Anba daily.
The Public Relations and Media Department of the Directorate-General
of Fire Services stated after a report
on the ﬁre was received, ﬁre engines
from the Salmiya and Al-Bida’a centers rushed to the spot, evacuated the
residents as a precautionary measure
and put out the ﬁre.
According to a ﬁre source the ﬁre
was caused by the sponge and wood

stored in the building compound and
soon spread to two apartments.
The daily quoting ﬁre sources said
necessary measures will be taken
against those responsible.
In another incident, ﬁre engines
from Farwaniya and Sabhan rushed to
the basement of a building in Khaitan
and put out ﬁre Friday morning.
As a precautionary measure residents of the building were evacuated. One man who sustained burns
was taken to hospital for treatment.
The cause of the ﬁre is being investigated.

News in Brief
Drugs seized: The air customs ofﬁcers foiled the attempt of an Arab man to
smuggle about one kilo of narcotics into
the country, reports Al-Anba daily.
The daily added, the contraband arrived in the country in a personal parcel
from a European country. After the ofﬁcers suspected the contents of the parcel the Criminal Security Sector of the
General Department for Drugs Control
(GDDC) was informed and the parcel was
opened.
After the consignee came to receive his
parcel he was arrested and referred to the
concerned authority along with the drugs.
❑

❑

❑

Kuwaiti rescued: Salmiya and Failaka
Fire and Marine Rescue teams rescued a
Kuwaiti from a 21-foot sinking boat near
Failaka Island, reports Al-Rai daily.
The boat has been towed to the shore.
The daily did not give more details.
Acting on information, ﬁremen from
Mina Abdullah, Umm Al-Haiman and
Al-Isnad ﬁre centers rushed to Wafra off
Kilo 7 Road Friday afternoon and put
out ﬁre to animal fodder on about 1,000
square meters area, reports Al-Anba
daily.
No casualties have been reported.

❑

❑

❑

Deadline extension: The Ministry
of Commerce and Industry is currently

studying the possibility of extending the
July 2022 deadline given to gold and
jewelry dealers to dispose their stocks
of gold bearing the old seal for a period
ranging from six months to one year,
reports Al-Anba daily quoting sources
from the Union of Gold and Jewelry
Traders.
Sources said the new seal will be applied starting from January 2022, indicating that the ministry canceled the old seal
in order to prevent attempts to counterfeit
it. Sources afﬁrmed the ministry will use
advanced technical methods that prevent
counterfeiting and to protect consumers from fraud, in a bid to safeguard the
reputation of the local gold and jewelry
market.

❑ ❑ ❑
PAHW three projects: A report issued
by the Public Authority for Housing Welfare shows the implementation of 6 projects in three residential cities Al-Mutla’a,
East Taima and Sabah Al-Ahmad, reports
Al-Anba daily.
The value of the projects consisting of
homes, public services buildings is approximately 460,954,102 dinars, divided
into 6 projects.
The projects consists of 1,040 apartments of vertical housing and 28,288
plots of land, a mosque, imam’s residence
and scores of shops, in addition to power
substations.

The Trafﬁc Technical Inspection Department launched an
extended campaign with four security teams, covering the
three areas.
The most prominent violations were related to safety and
durability conditions, expiry of vehicle insurance, noise pollution, smoke emission, and illegal transportation of passengers,
among various other violations.
The trafﬁc campaign was led by the Acting Director of the
Trafﬁc Technical Inspection Department Colonel Mishaal
Al-Suwaiji, and a number of ofﬁcers, individuals and technical inspectors participated in the campaign. A tight plan was
developed by installing security checkpoints and inspecting
the violating vehicles.
Colonel Al-Suwaiji revealed that the trafﬁc campaign targeted vehicles that lacked safety and durability requirements,
made disturbing sounds, had smokescreens and window tints
that were in violation of the regulations.
He said, “Such campaigns aim to monitor all violations. It
includes the impoundment of violating delivery vehicles and
bikes that violate the safety and durability conditions. The delivery bikers are arrested if they do not hold a driver’s license,
or do not wear a helmet, or do not place night stickers”.
Colonel Al-Suwaiji added, “We noticed a large percentage
of delivery bike riders who do not have driving licenses”.
He indicated that the trafﬁc campaigns were launched without fail and will continue on a daily basis in all governorates of
the country in order to eliminate dilapidated vehicles and those
in violation of safety and durability conditions.
❑ ❑ ❑

Ticket prices fall: About a week after the resumption of direct commercial ﬂights between Kuwait and Egypt, the price
of return tickets decreased by about KD 150 or 30 percent as
the price now ranges from KD 350 to KD 370 in various companies operating this route — nine local and Egyptian companies, reports Al-Anba daily.
In this context, sources from the tourism and travel ofﬁces
conﬁrmed that ticket prices to and from Cairo and India are
expected to decline further until they reach the normal prices
— the same prices before the Corona pandemic — by October.
Sources disclosed the price of return ticket to Cairo remarkably decreased last week, reaching an average of KD 200 for
later travel dates.
On the role of the Directorate General of Civil Aviation in
the exorbitant prices of plane tickets earlier, sources clariﬁed
that the directorate has no authority to determine ticket prices, as prices depend on the principle of supply and demand,
in addition to the pricing policy of airlines.

Gulf jitters
Continued from Page 1
In a statement to the AP, the Saudi Defense Ministry described the kingdom’s relationship with the U.S. as “strong,
longstanding and historic” even while acknowledging the
withdrawal of the American missile defense systems. It said
the Saudi military “is capable of defending its lands, seas and
airspace, and protecting its people.”
“The redeployment of some defense capabilities of the
friendly United States of America from the region is carried
out through common understanding and realignment of defense strategies as an attribute of operational deployment and
disposition,” the statement said.
Despite those assurances, Saudi Prince Turki al-Faisal, the
kingdom’s former intelligence chief whose public remarks often track with the thoughts of its Al Saud ruling family, has
linked the Patriot missile deployments directly to America’s
relationship to Riyadh.
“I think we need to be reassured about American commitment,” the prince told CNBC in an interview aired this week.
“That looks like, for example, not withdrawing Patriot missiles
from Saudi Arabia at a time when Saudi Arabia is the victim
of missile attacks and drone attacks - not just from Yemen, but
from Iran.”
U.S. Defense Secretary Lloyd Austin, on a tour of the Mideast in recent days, had been slated to go to Saudi Arabia but
the trip was canceled due to what American ofﬁcials referred
to as scheduling problems. Saudi Arabia declined to discuss
why Austin’s trip didn’t happen after the withdrawal of the
missile defenses.

Other Voices

Need of colors in our life
By Ahmad alsarraf

T

hroughout my life I have believed
that colors in our lives are known
and counted and have effects to varying
degrees between light and dark, then I
recently discovered that I was wrong,
and that colors do not have a ceiling.
There are always new colors that enter
our lives and invented and registered
and ofﬁcially patented to prevent others
from using them.
Over tens of thousands of years ago,
man created colors
through
simple
chemistry
using
natural
materials such as fruits,
charcoal and chalk,
and the use of color
was limited to giving a certain luster
to a piece of cloth
or drawing in a
temple or the color
of a vehicle or
alsarraf
drawing a painting,
but in recent years science has found
uses of new colors, for example, tanks
need a special paint that makes them
difﬁcult to see. Also, mirrors in various
uses need to be brighter, and missiles
and satellites need colors that reﬂect or
absorb light and are able to go deeper
into space.
Today, researchers are using physics to create new colors as a result of an
interaction between light and blue nanoscale features that are much thinner
than a human hair.
Historically, saturated colors had a
great symbolic power in humans, in addition to the color association with the
human soul, rituals and beliefs, even
superstitious ones.
Despite the association of color with
human life and traditions, such as brides
wearing white clothes, or wearing black
at funerals, there are many people who
do not agree with this general impression, but rather do the exact opposite.
Colors have general meanings. The
red color, for example, contains symbols such as health, vitality, war, cour-

age, anger, love and religious enthusiasm, all of which mean a passion for
life because the color is associated with
blood.
For some, the white color symbolizes purity and serenity, and it is worn at
weddings and when performing religious
rituals among Muslims and Christians.
The black color is the color of mystery and wisdom, perhaps because of its
association with darkness, and the absence of human awareness, and thus it
became in other cultures the color of the
robes of mourners, and even the dead.
Purple symbolizes family nobility
and aristocratic roots, and ancient regimes prohibited the public’s use of this
color. It is also a very difﬁcult color to
produce. The blue is the color of a clear
and calm sky, but in many cultures it
expresses sadness and despair. The
green color symbolizes nature and the
environment; and sometimes wisdom.
It is the color of spirits and angels. It
also has another aspect in its degraded
meaning, which symbolizes a greeneyed monster, jealousy and everything
that portends death.
The yellow color, which is preferred
by Queen Elizabeth, for example, is the
color of happiness and warmth because
it is associated with the sun’s rays in
the cultures of cold countries. In other
cultures, such as the ancient Egyptian
and Chinese, yellow was associated
with nobility and the dress of religious
ﬁgures and members of the royal family from the gods. Since all colors have
their other side, yellow also represents
cowardice and deceit. Orange was not
important in ancient civilizations, but
recently it is used to sound a warning,
like the colors of plastic cones that are
placed on the roads and used on safety
clothing and equipment.
Scientists recently developed a white
coating that reﬂects more than 98% of
sunlight, which makes it effective in
cooling buildings, cars and warehouses
with steel roofs, and greatly reduces the
need for air conditioning inside.
❑ ❑ ❑
e-mail: a.alsarraf@alqabas.com.kw
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MP submits ‘bill’ on setting up
Failaka island public authority
‘Many schools not ready yet for new academic year’
By Saaed Mahmoud Saleh
Arab Times Staff

KUWAIT CITY, Sept 11: MP Osama Al-Shaheen submitted
a bill on the establishment of the Public Authority for Failaka Island that will be afﬁliated to the Secretariat General of
the Council of Ministers.

rate and the Public Authority for Failaka Island chairperson will also serve
as governor. The authority will work on the resettlement of citizens on the
island within 10 years in coordination with the Public Authority for Housing Welfare (PAHW), which will submit an annual report on the progress
of the project to the concerned parliamentary committee.

The residents of the island will be given priority in occupying public jobs and managing small and medium enterprises (SMEs) on the island, provided they or any of
their ancestors have been residing on the island for at least 10 years. The bill states that
According to the bill, Failaka Island will be transformed into a governo- the island will be a green and environment friendly governorate; while the Environment Public Authority (EPA) will lay down
a plan in this regard. The island will be a
tourist, cultural and coastal destination in line
with the social morals and national traditions.
Meanwhile, Chairman of the parliamentary Education, Culture and Guidance Affairs
Committee MP Hamad Al-Matar disclosed
that schools have yet to be ready for the new
academic year, which will start next month.
He pointed out that many issues remain unaddressed like the air conditioning units, toilets, painting and isolation rooms. He added
the schedule of classes, in which the repercussions of Covid-19 should be taken into
consideration, is not yet ready.
Osama Al-Shaheen
Hamad Al-Matar
Hassan Jawhar
On the other hand, MP Hassan Jawhar
asked Minister of Oil and Higher Education
Dr Muhammad Al-Fares to provide him with
a copy of the advertisement published in
2020 for the recruitment of cultural attachés;
number of such vacancies at the Kuwaiti embassies in Washington, Los Angeles, Dublin, Canberra, Dubai, Jordan, Bahrain and
Alexandria when the job advertisement was
KUWAIT CITY, Sept 11: The Inthe current account surplus increased
2022. Meanwhile, ﬁnancing would published; names, qualiﬁcation, experience
ternational Finance Institute has
signiﬁcantly in 2020, backed by the
present a challenge as the parliament and universities where the applicants graduforecasted that the real non-oil GDP
increase in investment revenues
is still opposing the law that would ated; members of the committee tasked to
growth in Kuwait will reach 3.4 permainly from the direct investments
allow the government to borrow from interview the applicants; number of meeting
cent this year, backed by the counin Kuwait and its overseas portfolio
international markets, even though hours spent on the completion of the ﬁnal
try’s progress in vaccination, the high
investments.
the government debt is the lowest in report including the nominated applicants;
oil prices, and the ﬁscal expansion,
While the institute expects further
the region.
and level of the minister’s commitment in
reports Al-Rai daily.
expansion of the current account
The report highlighted that Kuwait implementing the recommendations of the
In a report, the institute explained
surplus due to the rise in oil exports,
still lags behind other GCC countries committee considering the latter strictly folthat food prices rise by about ten perit expects the ﬁscal deﬁcit, excludin implementing a medium-term recent in June on an annual basis due to
ing investment income, to remain
form plan to address ﬁnancial sus- lowed the criteria for nominating applicants.
the rise in food prices globally.
large in 2021, reaching nine percent
tainability and enhance the role of the
Queries
Despite the decline in oil exports,
of GDP, and rising to 13 percent in
private sector in the economy.
MP Muhannad Al-Sayer also forwarded
queries to Al-Fares about the negative consequences of the pile up of used tyres in
Rahia, reasons for relocating the used tyres
from Rahia to Salmi, plan to recycle these
tyres and contracts signed with recycling
companies, if any.
MP Abdullah Al-Mudaf submitted questions to Minister of Information and Culture
KUWAIT CITY, Sept 11: According
October, indicating that the minmission has agreed to reward employand Minister of State for Youth Affairs Abto informed sources in the Ministry
istry would intensify its work to
ees of the Ministry of Education who
dulrahman Badah Al-Mutairi regarding the
of Public Works, the ministry has
complete all the above-mentioned
have worked throughout the summer to
senior ofﬁcials at State Ministry for youth
achieved a 91-percent completion
works as soon as possible.
prepare schools for the next scholastic
Affairs. He asked for copies of the decirate in the construction and compleThe sources afﬁrmed that the minyear, reports Al-Rai daily.
sions issued by the Civil Service Commistion of roads, sewage and other seristry gave priority to this project based
Informed sources told Al-Rai daily
sion (CSC) to approve the administrative and
vices in Plots No. 1 and 2 of South
on the instructions of the Cabinet to
that the council has approved the proorganizational structures of the ministry. He
Khaitan area, reports Al-Rai daily.
implement it according to its schedule
posal of the Ministry of Education to
wants to know the tasks of the State MinThey revealed that the miniswithout delay, so that the Kuwait Mupay a lump sum 400 dinars to each
istry for Youth Affairs and Public Authority
try would complete the rest of the
nicipality could grant building permits
employee who participated in the
for Youth Affairs, as well as the differences
works related to the road network,
to the owners of the plots.
work since they worked during their
between these institutions.
rainwater and sewage lines in
Meanwhile, the Civil Service Comvacation period.

International Finance Institute issues report

Increase in non-oil GDP expected this year

CSC to reward MoE employees who worked in summer

MPW completes 91pc of road project in South Khaitan

KUNA photo

Minister of Information and Culture and Minister of State for Youth Affairs in a
group photo with Kuwait’s Paralympic athletes.

Al-Mutairi receives Paralympic team

Minister praises achievements of
Kuwaiti athletes at Tokyo games
KUWAIT CITY, Sept 11,
(KUNA): Minister of Information
and Culture, and Minister of State
for Youth Affairs Abdul Rahman
Al-Mutairi has expressed pride
for the accomplishments made by
Kuwait’s athletes at Tokyo 2020
Paralympic Games.
Speaking to reporters on Thursday after receiving the Kuwaiti delegation to the Tokyo 2020 Paralympic Games, the minister said that
Ahmad Naqa’s winning of the silver medal in 100-m race and Faisal
Sorour grabbing the bronze medal
in the shot put contest at this big
global event mirrored the brilliance
of Kuwait’s Paralympic athletes.
Progress
This progress was the fruit of the
continued support provided by His
Highness the Amir Sheikh Nawaf
Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah and
His Highness the Crown Prince

Sheikh Meshaal Al-Ahmad AlJaber Al-Sabah to Kuwait’s sports,
he said.
He noted that the government
is keen on translating this backing
by providing all facilitation to Kuwait’s athletes, in cooperation with
their federations and clubs, to help
them continue excellence and creativity in all sports.
He congratulated the players and
those responsible for the Kuwaiti
Paralympic sports on this good
achievement that made Kuwaiti
people happy.
Meanwhile, Naqa said he dedicated his medal to Kuwaitis, promising
them to do his best so as to win the
gold at Paris 2022 Olympics.
Sorour shared Naqa’s view regarding the next preparations for
the Paris games, saying he won the
bronze despite unstable weather
conditions at that time.

Instructions for NEET (UG)-2021 candidates
KUWAIT CITY, Sept 11: A reminder
for all candidates and parents to carefully go through the advisory the Indian
Embassy had issued on Sept 7, 2021
concerning NEET (UG) – 2021 to be
held on Sept 12, 2021 (Sunday) from
11:30 am to 02:30 pm (Kuwait time) at
the Indian Embassy center.
The time mentioned in Admit Cards
of candidates is Indian Standard Time
(IST), hence the candidates in Kuwait
are advised to convert it to the corresponding Kuwait local time.

Candidates are requested to arrive
at the centre as per the staggered time
mentioned in their respective Admit
Cards starting from 08:30 am (Kuwait
Time); no candidate will be permitted
to enter the examination centre after
11:00 am (Kuwait time). Candidates
are required to download and carefully,
read and strictly adhere to the Covid-19
instructions. Candidates are not allowed
to take mobile phones inside the exam
center but a facility is provided to them
at the registration desk.
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Scheme to beneﬁt students from 15 countries

Kuwaiti-funded student aid project in Malaysia completed: IESCO
KUALA LUMPUR, Sept 11, (KUNA):
An assistance project funded by Kuwait’s International Islamic Charitable
Organization (IICO) to help needy
foreign students in Malaysia was accomplished, the organization said on
Thursday.
The project includes paying fees for
those students, and teaching and interpreting Quran, Prophet Hadith and
the biography of the Prophet via three
separate competitions which featured
300 male and female students.
The scheme was carried out by the
International Educational, Scientiﬁc
and Cultural Organization (IESCO) to
beneﬁt tens of students from 15 countries.

Commenting on the move, Ali alFudhli, head of operations at IICO,
expressed pride of the organization for
working and partnership with IESCO
through carrying out several mega
projects.
Both public and private charities
have been backing education and disseminating knowledge, upon the directives of His Highness the Amir Sheikh
Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah,
he added.
Meanwhile, IESCO CEO Mahmoud
Shaqfah said that educational institutions are facing big challenges and responsibilities at a time when Muslim
and Arab countries suffer conﬂicts and
wars that aggravate poverty rates and

toughen living conditions.
In other news, Chairman of the
Board of Directors of the Kuwait
Red Crescent Society, Dr. Hilal AlSayer, said last week that the International Day of Charity Work aims to
raise awareness and motivate people
and non-governmental organizations around the world to help others
through volunteering, charitable activities and supporting public services
in the areas of medical care, education,
housing and child protection.
In a statement to Kuwait News
Agency (KUNA) on the occasion of
the International Day of Charity Day,
which falls on September 5 of each
year, Al-Sayer added that the State

of Kuwait attaches great importance
to charitable work as a humanitarian
value based on giving, especially the
humanitarian initiatives directed by the
wise political leadership to provide relief to the afﬂicted and affected by the
COVID-19 around the world.
“As we celebrate the International
Day of Charity Work, we recall with
gratitude and appreciation in the contribution of benefactors and symbols of
charitable work, the deceased and the
present, volunteers and workers in the
charitable ﬁeld for their tireless pursuit
towards providing a better life for others and alleviating crises and disasters
for the needy, the weak, orphans, widows and the elderly,” he said.

He referred to the efforts made and
are still being made by the State of Kuwait, government and people, in the
ﬁeld of charitable work and alleviating
the suffering of many people and societies stricken by natural disasters or
humanitarian crises.
He stated that the association
achieved a great spectrum at the local
level and expanded the umbrella of
beneﬁciaries of its programs and humanitarian assistance, as it included all
needy families registered in the association’s statements and marginal employment, as well as its effective contribution to providing needs to combat
the corona virus.
He explained that the association,

with the support of the Kuwaiti society
and its partners at home and abroad,
has helped many countries affected by
natural or man-made disasters through
its relief, health and shelter projects,
contributing to alleviating the suffering of millions of afﬂicted, referring
to the efforts of the association in Yemen, Sudan, Lebanon, the Rohingya in
Bangladesh and the Syrian refugees in
Lebanon, Jordan and Turkey.
It is noteworthy that in 2012 the
United Nations General Assembly
adopted Resolution 67/105, at the
initiative of the Permanent Mission
of Hungary, declaring September 5th
as the International Day of Charity
Work.

KUNA photo

Adhering to public health measures is one of the factors helping to adapt to the corona pandemic.

‘Live with changes’

Post-COVID world ...
anxious, acclimating
By Wafaa Ramadan
KUWAIT CITY, Sept 11, (KUNA): Since around
December 2019, the world has been experiencing a
health crisis like no other due to COVID-19, where
there was signiﬁcant increase in mortality and morbidity.
The pandemic has had a major effect on our lives
that can be stressful, overwhelming; triggering potent,
sometimes unexplainable emotions, in adults and children alike.
Public health measures, such as social distancing,
are necessary to reduce the spread of the bug, but it
also makes people feel isolated, lonely and anxious.
In this regard, Assistant
Professor in Psychology Dr.
Wasmiya Al-Abbad told
KUNA that people must reﬂect the ability to overcome
these unusual circumstances
by means that restores psychological balance.
She added that with the authorities broadcast of health
instructions and information
about the virus, people were
able to acknowledge and return
Al-Qabandi
to their normal lives with precautionary measures, which eased their anxiety and fear.
The impact of social distancing, and other preventive steps, on the lives of individuals can lead to obsessive behavior due to fear of infection, which became
the drive for Badriyah Al-Hassan and Fahad Shehab
to get vaccinated as soon as the shots arrived.
Badriyah pointed out that during the pandemic she
relied on social media to contact and keep in touch
with her family, especially the elders, which contributed in relieving (my) anxiety.
The majority of people, including Shehab, felt positive and energetic when they began to cope with the
virus and return to their usual normal activities such as
going back to work, shopping and family visits.
In this vein, Professor of Psychology at Kuwait
University Dr. Hessa Al-Nasser said that mask wearing, sanitizing, and social distancing became daily
habits. However, uncertainty and acclimation became
of people’s daily routines, even the way we greet each
other, she noted.
As His Highness late Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah stated “the world won’t be the
same as it was before the pandemic,” Social Planning
Professor Seham Al-Qabandi advised people not to
surrender to negative feelings and always ﬁnd a way
to live with changes happening in a positive manner.

KUNA photo

Q8 Station in Paderno Dongnano on the motorway near Milan, one of the most modern and model gas stations on the European level.

Kuwait Petroleum Int’l inaugurates
model fuel station in northern Italy
Traditions meet with environmental sustainability
ROME, Sept 11, (Agencies): Kuwait Petroleum International (Q8)
announced on Friday the opening
of a model fuel station at the European level near Milan, northern
Italy.
The company said in a statement to Kuwait News Agency (KUNA) that the inauguration of the station on the highway in
the Paderno Doniano area took place in the
presence of the company’s CEO, Sheikh
Nawaf Saud Al-Nasser Al-Sabah, his deputy for marketing operations Azzam Hamad
Al-Mutawa, head of the Q8 Italy branch,
Judebe Zapala, General Manager Bashar
Al-Awadi and Consul General of the State

of Kuwait in Milan Abdel Nasser Bou
Khaddour, along with a number of senior
Italian ofﬁcials.
The statement pointed out that the design
of the new station “was characterized by innovative and high-tech architectural solutions
in which traditions meet with environmental
sustainability, creating an ideal model for stations providing mobility services within the
framework of the energy transition”, making
it one of the leading stations in the European
continent.
He pointed out that thanks to the station’s
provision of some environmentally friendly sustainable products; Kuwait Petroleum Italy (Q8)
obtained additional funding from the European
Union Fund to support sustainable infrastructure

‘Use Arab rules of origin’

Ministry of Finance stresses
intra-GCC trade importance
KUWAIT CITY, Sept 11, (KUNA): The Kuwaiti Ministry of Finance stressed the importance of intra-GCC trade and the use of Arab
rules of origin as a reference in formulating the
draft Gulf rules of origin for the Gulf customs
union until the requirements of the customs
union are completed and economic integration
is reached.
This came in a press release issued by the
Kuwaiti Ministry of Finance on Thursday on
the occasion of its participation in the 62nd
extraordinary meeting of the Committee of
Undersecretaries of the Ministries of Finance
in the Gulf Cooperation Council via video
conference.
The statement said that the meeting, which
was held with the participation of the Undersecretary of the Ministry of Finance, Aseel AlMuniﬁ, discussed the recommendations of the
technical team on rules of origin on ﬁnding a
uniﬁed deﬁnition of the Gulf national product.
It pointed out that the uniﬁed draft rules
of origin in the Gulf Cooperation Council
countries were reviewed and the remarks of
the State of Kuwait were conﬁrmed and it
was agreed to submit the uniﬁed draft rules
of origin to the next meeting of the Financial
and Economic Cooperation Committee of the
Ministers of Finance and Economy in the Co-

operation Council for the Arab States of the
Gulf.
Meanwhile, the Arab League stressed earlier this month, the necessity of continuing rapid
action by the Economic and Social Council to
enable the joint Arab action bodies to work in
a “collectively coordinated” manner to support the efforts of Arab countries to contain
the repercussions of the COVID-19 pandemic.
The State of Kuwait participated in the
meeting with a delegation headed by the Acting Undersecretary of the Ministry of Finance
for Economic Affairs Talal Al-Namesh.
In a speech by the Assistant SecretaryGeneral and Head of the Social Affairs Sector, Ambassador Haifa Abu-Ghazaleh, before
the 108th session of the Economic and Social
Council, which was held in attendance at the
headquarters of the General Secretariat of the
Arab League at the Presidency of Libya.
Abu-Ghazaleh said that despite the decline
in the number of people infected with COVID-19 in the Arab region “as a result of the
estimated efforts” of Arab countries to secure
vaccines for the largest number of citizens and
the continuation of vaccination campaigns in
all Arab countries, the social and humanitarian repercussions still constitute an obstacle to
sustainable development as required.

Aseel Al-Muniﬁ, Undersecretary of the Ministry of Finance

projects, which “demonstrates the company’s
interest in sustainability goals and innovative
ways to self-ﬁnance its European projects.”
For his part, CEO Sheikh Nawaf Al-Sabah
said, “Our presence here today conﬁrms the
Kuwaiti oil sector’s interest in promoting our
brand Q8 in Europe and Italy in particular,
given that the “European continent is still the
main base of KPI.”
“We also look to Italy, not only as a friendly country to Kuwait, but as a strategic partner
that” provides us with a vital market for reﬁning and marketing our oil products in the
Mediterranean region,” he added.
In turn, Deputy Executive Director Azzam
Al-Mutawa said that the Paderno Doniano
station is a global model for future stations

and indicates the excellence of Q8 in terms of
innovation, sustainability and the provision of
environmentally friendly products requested
by the company’s customers in Italy.
Al-Mutawa pointed out that this pilot
station “embodies the company’s updated
strategy, which provides for improving its
operations and raising its marketing position
in Europe.”
The station covers an area of 8,000 square
meters and contains many points for supplying different types of fuel, including gasoline,
diesel, liqueﬁed petroleum gas and methane,
in addition to compressed natural gas (CNG)
and six points for electric charging of two vehicles which some of them have a high speed
of up to 300 kilowatts.
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Elections
Reﬂects political climate

In GOP, voter ID is a slam
dunk except in Nebraska
OMAHA, Sept 11, (AP) : State Sen. Mike Groene was frustrated but not terribly surprised last year when Nebraska’s legislature rejected, for the seventh time, a measure that would
have forced voters to show a government-issued identiﬁcation
at the polls.
The issue is a slam dunk in most conservative states, where
Republican majorities simply brush aside Democratic objections to pass more restrictive voting laws. But not in Nebraska,
a GOP stronghold whose quirky, nonpartisan Legislature enables more liberal lawmakers to derail bills that are widely supported in a state where Republicans hold every statewide and
federal ofﬁce.
“It’s the way the system is set up,” said Groene, a conservative Republican who supports a voter ID law. “It isn’t designed
to address major issues that most of the state wants.”
Now, a campaign bankrolled by the conservative governor’s
mother is aiming to end Nebraska’s distinction as the only GOP state without
a voter-ID law. The group Citizens
for Voter ID is gathering the roughly
125,000 signatures needed to put the issue on the 2022 general election ballot,
and even opponents acknowledge the
measure probably will pass.
The effort is the latest reﬂection of a
polarized political climate that no longer tolerates much variation from the
prevailing partisan agenda, regardless
of local tradition or circumstances. AlGroene
though Nebraska’s unique nonpartisan,
one-chamber legislative system is unlikely to change because
it’s part of the state constitution, politicians are increasingly
willing to work around it.
“I thought it was time to take it to the people,” said state
Sen. Julie Slama, the petition drive’s sponsor.
Slama acknowledged that Nebraska has no history of voter
fraud, but she said constituents in her rural, conservative district wonder why the state doesn’t have a measure that’s Republican orthodoxy elsewhere.
“It makes us look bad,” said Doug Kagan, president of the
conservative Nebraska Taxpayers for Freedom, which has
pushed for voter ID laws. “Every year, there are more states
that pass some kind of voter ID law. It’s kind of an anomaly
that we haven’t passed one.”

New York police and ﬁreﬁghters hold a U.S. ﬂag as a band plays the national anthem at the National September 11 Memorial during a ceremony commemorating
the 20th anniversary of the 9/11 attacks on the World Trade Center, in New York, on September 11, 2021. (AP)

Taxes
Bid to spend more on children, middle class

WH, Dems tangle over taxes hike bid

Campaign
The campaign has already raised $377,000, with all but
$1,000 of that coming from Marlene Ricketts, the mother of
GOP Gov. Pete Ricketts and the wife of Joe Ricketts, a billionaire conservative activist.
Opponents argue that the goal of voter ID isn’t to ensure
secure elections but to discourage voting by minorities and
others who tend to vote for Democratic candidates. But they
acknowledge that Nebraska is likely to remain solidly Republican with or without voter ID. Nebraska is 88% white and
backed Donald Trump in the 2020 general election by 19 percentage points over Democrat Joe Biden.
Nevertheless, following the party line here probably won’t
evebe easy. Since 1937, Nebraska’s legislature, unlike all other states, has been comprised of one chamber and lawmakers
have been ofﬁcially nonpartisan, though party afﬁliations are
widely known. There are no formal caucus meetings where
party leaders tell members how to vote; Democrats are sometimes chosen to head committees despite holding only 17 of
the 49 seats.
Longstanding rules also require a two-thirds vote to overcome a ﬁlibuster, meaning supporters of a bill need at least 33
members - one more seat than Republicans hold.
Those rules have helped Democrats beat back numerous
bills over the year, including charter school proposals, efforts
to end the state’s practice of splitting up its presidential electoral votes and of course, voter ID.
It leaves Republicans frustrated, but over the years few have
tried to change the system, approved by voters at the urging of
former U.S. Sen. George Norris, a progressive Republican who
argued it would be more responsive to regular people’s needs.
Some legislators also believe the system encourages cooperation
and limits ﬁrebrands who want to roll over their opponents.
Republican state Sen. John McCollister, of Omaha, has voted against voter identiﬁcation bills and other bills supported
by his party, drawing strong condemnation from GOP ofﬁcials
outside the Legislature, but not from his colleagues.
“I think most of us feel free to be more independent than
we would in a state with a party caucus system,” said McCollister. “We aren’t so quick to jump on some of these political
exercises that other states have gotten into.”
But the push for ballot measures may grow stronger as other
partisan issues get stuck in the Legislature, said Hal Daub, a
longtime Republican activist and former congressman and
Omaha mayor. Over the last decade, petition drives have allowed Nebraska voters to reinstate the death penalty, expand
Medicaid, regulate payday lenders, legalize casino gambling
and raise the minimum wage - all issues where the electorate
overruled state lawmakers. “It’s a structural problem that’s going to force more of these initiatives,” said Daub, who donated
$1,000 to the voter ID campaign.

In this Sept. 1, 2021, file photo, Jillian
Dworin participates in a protest against
the six-week abortion ban at the Capitol in Austin, Texas. The Texas abortion ban that so far has outmaneuvered
Supreme Court precedents is the latest
iteration of a legislative strategy used by
Republican-led states to target pornography, gay rights and other hot-button
cultural issues. (AP)

America
Arrest warrant for ex- lawmaker: An
arrest warrant has been issued for a former
Idaho lawmaker who resigned in disgrace
after a 19-year-old intern reported that he
brought her to his apartment on false pretenses and raped her.
The Ada County arrest warrant on charges of rape and sexual penetration with a foreign object comes nearly ﬁve months after
Aaron von Ehlinger, a Republican from
Lewiston, resigned from the Idaho House
of Representatives after an ethics committee found he should be formally censured
for his behavior. The investigation into von
Ehlinger began in March after the young
staffer reported he raped her after the two
had dinner at a Boise restaurant. Von Ehlinger has denied all wrongdoing and maintains he had consensual sexual contact with
the young woman. (AP)
❑ ❑ ❑
Rain helps in ﬁre ﬁght: Thunderstorms
that dropped light rain gave some breathing room to crews struggling to quench
California’s massive wildﬁres but lightning
sparked several new blazes in the droughtstricken north, ﬁre ofﬁcials said.
The storms that rolled through Thursday
night into Friday were followed by weekend

WASHINGTON, Sept 11, (AP): President Joe Biden has a simple message
for fellow Democrats about his plan to
raise taxes to remake large swaths of
the American economy: look beyond
the bottom line.
Biden is trying to persuade Democrats to embrace a more emotional
argument, namely that the plan is fair,
that it increases taxes on those who can
afford to pay more and spends money
on programs targeting children and the
middle class.
The president has proposed more
than $3 trillion worth of revenue increases, primarily through higher taxes
for corporations and the country’s
richest households as well as greater
IRS enforcement that would target the
wealthy. But key lawmakers voiced
doubts this past week about the size
and possible impacts on the economy
as congressional committees considered the measures and a wide array
of business groups sifted through the
details to highlight what they oppose.
Interviews with three administration
ofﬁcials suggest the White House is
comfortable with settling for a lower
price tag as part of the negotiating process, so long as the end result produces
a tax system that voters judge as fair.
The ofﬁcials, who were not authorized
to publicly discuss ongoing negotiations and spoke on condition of anonymity, said Democrats are united on
this front.
If the playbook of appealing to vot-

ers sounds familiar, it was the same
strategy used by Biden to cement a bipartisan infrastructure deal earlier this
year.
“This is a commonsense thing that
people agree with,” said Kate Berner,
White House deputy communications
director. “They don’t understand why
companies can park proﬁts overseas
and pay no money in taxes. They don’t
understand why a hedge fund manager
pays a lower tax rate than a pipeﬁtter.
It’s something that people think of as
fundamentally broken.”

Uncertainty
But in a sign of uncertainty, the administration has also stayed publicly
quiet about how low Biden is willing
to go in slimming down the package.
The administration also ﬁnds itself
grappling with interest groups that the
White House views as intentionally
misrepresenting its tax plans in hopes
of eroding support. Ofﬁcials say that
claims of job losses by the U.S. Chamber of Commerce and other groups are
overblown and fail to consider investments in family leave, children, child
care, health care and the environment
that they believe will help the economy.
The president outlined his tax plans
in his budget proposal, setting a baseline for congressional committees. But
some Democratic lawmakers, including West Virginia Sen. Joe Manchin,
have already objected to the amount

forecasts of clear weather and a warming
trend in ﬁre areas into next week.
The National Weather Service said there
were more than 1,100 cloud-to-ground
lightning strikes in California between
Thursday evening and Friday morning. Fire
ofﬁcials said lightning strikes ignited at
least 17 ﬁres. (AP)
❑ ❑ ❑

Vaccine orders unconstitutional:
Mississippi Republican Gov. Tate Reeves
said Friday that President Joe Biden’s new

Ehlinger

Reeves

of spending and the taxes being raised.
Manchin early on raised concerns
about Biden’s proposal to increase the
corporate income tax rate from 21% to
28%.
“If you’re going to be a leader in
the world and the superpower of the
world, you better have a competitive
tax rate, period,” he said.
While Manchin and Sen. Kyrsten
Sinema, D-Ariz., both voted for the
budget blueprint that allowed Democrats to begin crafting the social programs package, they have made it clear
they will not support the proposed
topline spending ﬁgure of $3.5 trillion
over 10 years.
“Establishing an artiﬁcial $3.5 trillion spending number and then reverse-engineering the partisan social
priorities that should be funded isn’t
how you make good policy,” Manchin
wrote in The Wall Street Journal.
On the House side, Democrats can
afford to lose only three votes and still
pass the spending bill if the GOP unanimously opposes it, as expected. There
have already been early signals of unrest, with Rep. Stephanie Murphy, DFla., voting against two sections of her
party’s bill during a committee hearing
this past week, and Rep. Ron Kind, DWis., joining her in voting no on one of
those votes. “I don’t know how much
we’re spending, how much we’re raising, how we’re spending some of the
money and how we’re raising any of
the money,” Murphy complained.
federal vaccine requirements are “clearly
unconstitutional” and that he believes Biden
issued the mandate to distract Americans
from the fallout over his decision to withdraw American troops from Afghanistan.
“This is the same bait and switch,”
Reeves said at a press conference outside
the Governor’s Mansion in Jackson. Biden
“wants us to talk about anything but Afghanistan, and sadly, he’s willing to trample
on the rights of 100 million Americans to
try to help himself politically. That, to me,
is disgusting.” (AP)
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Germany

Portugal ex-president dies: Jorge
Sampaio, a former two-term president of
Portugal and one of the most prominent
political ﬁgures of his generation, has
died. He was 81.
The current Portuguese president, Marcelo Rebelo de Sousa, announced Sampaio’s death on Friday. He did not give
a cause of death, though Sampaio had
been in delicate health for several years
and had been in hospital for the past two
weeks.
Sampaio “prepared himself to be a
ﬁghter, and the banners of his ﬁght were
freedom and equality,” Rebelo de Sousa
said in a televised statement. (AP)

‘Not easy voting Green’

Germans cautious of
getting the climate bill
HALLE, Sept 11, (AP): It’s
a scorching September day
and the Green party candidate hoping to succeed
Angela Merkel as German
chancellor leaps on stage
in front of hundreds of supporters for what should be a
home run.
Surveys show climate
change is among the top concerns for many voters, and the
audience in the eastern city
of Halle is made up largely
of students and retirees eager
to hear how Annalena Baerb o c k
plans
to safeguard
their
future or that
of their
grandchildren.
The
Greens
Merkel
h a v e
long championed the ﬁght
against global warming.
Ahead of Germany’s Sept.
26 vote they offer arguably
the most comprehensive program for making Europe’s
biggest economy carbon
neutral, with a mix of government incentives and penalties for polluters.

Worried
But while voters readily admit they are worried
about the state of the planet,
especially after the deadly
ﬂoods that hit Germany in
July, many are wary of committing to the kind of radical transformation required
- fearing the bill they might
receive for it.
“The climate crisis is
now,” Baerbock tells the
rally. “That’s why we need
to act now, in the year
2021.”
The audience responds
with polite applause; a listener then asks her about people
in rural areas who worry that
the changes required to com-

bat climate change - such as
banning cars with combustion engines - could threaten
their way of life.
Baerbock says she wants
electric vehicles to be affordable for everybody within a
decade, if necessary with a
subsidy of up to 9,000 euros
(over $10,600) for low earners, but some are skeptical.
“They don’t say enough
where the money is going
to come from,” said Sonja
Solisch, a health care worker.
Solisch sympathizes with
the Greens’ goals but says
voters like her have other
worries too.
“Good train connections,
good road connections,
things like that need to be
paid for too,” she said.

Released
A survey released Friday
by public broadcaster ZDF
found climate and environment ranked as the most
important election issue for
43% of respondents - ahead
of the coronavirus pandemic
and migration. The same
poll, a representative phone
survey of about 1,250 voters with a margin of error
of up to 3 percentage points,
showed the Greens trailing
the center-left Social Democrats and Merkel’s centerright Union bloc.
Stefﬁ Lemke, a long-time
Greens lawmaker, argues
that the two governing parties are shying away from
telling voters the brutal facts
about climate change, including about the cost.
“The problem is that it will
be far more expensive if we
do nothing,” she told The
Associated Press, citing the
30 billion euros that federal
and state governments recently agreed to spend on rebuilding western regions hit
by devastating ﬂash ﬂoods
this summer. “If we don’t
change the economy and our
society, it’s going to be unaffordable.”

❑

❑

❑

Andrew lawyers question claims: A

Workers clean the pavement in the fenced off area in Heroes’ Square where Pope Francis will be celebrating Mass, in
Budapest, Hungary, Saturday, Sept.11. The pope, embarking on an intense, four-day, two-nation trip to Hungary and
Slovakia has admitted he might be overdoing it. (AP)

Four-day trip to Central Europe

Pope visit tests his health, diplomacy
VATICAN CITY, Sept 11, (AP): Pope
Francis is making his ﬁrst foreign trip since
undergoing intestinal surgery in July, a
four-day visit to Central Europe that will
not only test his health but also provide
one of the most awkward moments of his
papacy - a meeting with Hungarian Prime
Minister Viktor Orban, the sort of populist,
right-wing leader Francis typically scorns.
Francis is only spending seven hours in
Budapest on Sunday before moving on to a
three-day, hop-scotch tour of neighboring
Slovakia. The lopsided itinerary suggests
that Francis wanted to avoid giving Orban the bragging rights, political boost and
photo opportunities that come with hosting
a pope for a proper state visit.
Trip organizers have insisted Francis
isn’t snubbing Hungary, noting that the
Hungarian church and state only invited
him to close out an international conference on the Eucharist on Sunday. “If I am
only invited to dinner, I cannot spend the
night,” said the Rev. Kornel Fabry, secretary general of the Eucharist conference.
But the message being sent is clear, and
Francis even hammered home the point in
a recent interview with the COPE broadcaster of the Spanish bishops’ conference.
In the interview last week, Francis said he
didn’t even know if he’d meet with Orban
while in Budapest. Vatican ofﬁcials have
said he will, of course, meet with the prime
minister along with the Hungarian presi-

dent in a scheduled meeting.
Botond Feledy, policy expert for the Institute of Social Reﬂection, a Hungarian Jesuit
organization, said it was clear Francis and
Orban disagree on some fundamental issues
- migration topping the list - but said the aim
is not to escalate differences or conﬂicts.
“It is quite clear that the 30 minutes that
Pope Francis has in his program to meet
with the head of state, the head of government and the bishop is a very, very short
time,” Feledy said in an interview. “This
shows that he is not really coming for a
political visit, but to give a Mass at the congress after having a protocol greeting with
the Hungarian politicians.”

SOLIDARITY
Francis has long expressed solidarity with migrants and refugees - he once
brought a dozen Syrian Muslim refugees
home with him during a trip to a refugee
camp in Greece - and criticized what he
called “national populism” advanced by
governments like Hungary’s.
Orban is known for his hard-line stance
against immigration and frequently depicts
his government as a defender of “Christian civilization” in Europe and a bulwark
against migration from Muslim-majority
countries. In 2015, he rejected proposals
to settle refugees from the Middle East
and Africa in Hungary and erected a fence
along Hungary’s southern border to keep

out EU asylum-seekers.
Asked in 2016 about Donald Trump’s
border wall with Mexico, Francis famously
quipped that anyone who builds a border
wall is “not Christian.”
The start of the closed-door meeting will
not be ﬁlmed live - one of the few moments
of interest that the pope will be off-camera
during the trip. It’s a visit that is being
closely watched given it marks Francis’
ﬁrst big and prolonged public outing since
he underwent scheduled surgery in July for
what the Vatican said was a severe narrowing of his large intestine.
Francis, 84, had 33 centimeters (13 inches)
of his colon removed and spent 10 days in the
hospital recovering. He has recently resumed
holding public and private audiences and
says he is now living a “totally normal life.”
But he is still on medication and cannot stand
for long periods of time.
Papal trips are grueling under ordinary
circumstances, with back-to-back meetings, multiple transfers and lengthy liturgical services, all covered around-the-clock
by live television cameras. After his last
one - a trip to Iraq in March before the surgery - Francis admitted he might have to
slow down, given his age and fatigue.
But the Hungary-Slovakia program
bears no evidence of an aging pope or of
one the mend and in fact harks back to the
frenzied scheduling that was the hallmark
of St. John Paul II’s many foreign trips.

U.S. court will hold a pretrial conference
Monday in the civil suit ﬁled by a woman
who claims Prince Andrew sexually assaulted her as the two sides argue over
whether the prince was properly served
with documents in the case.
Attorneys for the woman, Virginia
Giuffre, say the documents were handed over to a Metropolitan Police ofﬁcer
on duty at the main gates of Andrew’s
home in Windsor Great Park on Aug.
27. (AP)
❑

❑

❑

Tornado sweeps cars, kills 2: A
tornado on a small Italian island in the
Mediterranean Friday evening swept up
several cars, killing two people and injuring several others, ﬁreﬁghters said.
In a tweet, the ﬁreﬁghters said the
twister struck on Pantelleria, which is
south of Sicily, shortly before 7 p.m.
(1700 GMT). “Utility poles bent over,
roofs damaged and trees knocked down,’’
the ﬁreﬁghters said.
The largely arid island is popular with
vacationers. (AP)
❑

❑

❑

Fire grows, people evacuated:
Nearly 800 people have been evacuated
from their homes and road trafﬁc has
been disrupted as ﬁreﬁghting teams and
planes ﬁght a wildﬁre in southwestern
Spain, regional authorities said Thursday.
The blaze in a mountain range of the
Malaga province broke out late Wednesday and grew overnight, prompting the
ﬁrst evacuation of some 400 people near
the resort town of Estepona. (AP)
❑

❑

❑

Center-right seeks boost: The centerright Union bloc’s candidate to succeed
Angela Merkel as chancellor sought the
support Saturday of skeptical Bavarian
allies 15 days before Germany’s national
election, in which polls indicate the party
could get its worst result since World War
II.
The Bavaria-only Christian Social
Union has grumbled for months that its
own leader would have been a stronger
candidate than the Christian Democrats’
Armin Laschet to lead the two sister-parties into the Sept. 26 election. (AP)

United lays out employee rules as vaccine requirement looms
United Airlines says that more
than half its employees who
weren’t vaccinated last month
have gotten their shots since
the company announced that
vaccines would be required.
The airline’s 67,000 U.S.based employees face a Sept.
27 deadline for getting vaccinated. United said Wednesday,
however, that employees whose
bids for exemptions based on
medical reasons or religious

United Airlines employees
work at ticket counters
in Terminal 1 at O’Hare
International Airport in
Chicago, on Oct. 14,
2020. (AP)
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beliefs are denied will get ﬁve
more weeks to get vaccinated.
After that, the airline said,
they will face termination or unpaid leave.
Kirk Limacher, United’s vice
president of human resources,
made the statement about
vaccinations Wednesday in
memos to employees that spell
out how United will handle requests for exemptions.
United declined to say exact-

ly how many employees have
recently been vaccinated, what
percentage of the workforce is
now vaccinated, or how many
workers requested an exemption. The airline said it will have
enough workers to operate its
schedule this fall and into the
holidays.
The airline said that in most
cases, employees who refuse
to get vaccinated won’t be allowed into the workplace start-

ing Oct. 2.
United says requests for
medical exemptions will be
judged by medical staffers including nurses, while requests
for waivers based on religious
beliefs will be handled by personnel-ofﬁce employees.
The process for handling
workers whose exemptions
are approved will vary slightly
depending on the employee’s
job. (AP)

Business

A default will send shockwaves through the global ﬁnancial system

Policy center says debt limit could be hit in mid-October
WASHINGTON, Sept 11, (AP): The government will
likely face an unprecedented default on its debt obligations
between mid-October and mid-November, a Washington
think tank said Friday, seconding a warning earlier this
week from the Treasury.
The “X Date,” the date when Treasury Secretary Janet
Yellen will run out of maneuvering room to avoid hitting
the debt limit if Congress does not act, will occur a couple
of weeks after the start of the new budget year on Oct. 1 and
may not be reached until as late as the middle of November,
according to the Bipartisan Policy Center.
“Given the current pace of federal spending and revenues, we are reasonably conﬁdent that the X Date won’t
arrive before the start of the ﬁscal year or even the week
or so following,” said Shai Akabas, director of economic
policy for the center. “But this train could go off the rails
shortly thereafter.”
Yellen sent a letter this week to the leaders of Congress,
saying that if the government does not act, the U.S. will be
unable to avert a default in October.
Yellen has been employing what are deemed in law “extraordinary measures” to keep the government functioning
and from hitting the debt limit, which went back to effect

In this ﬁle photo, Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen
speaks during a press conference at a G20 Economy,
Finance ministers and Central bank governors’ meeting
in Venice, Italy. The date that the government could face
an unprecedented default on its obligations will most
likely occur between mid-October and mid-November, a
Washington think tank said Friday, Sept 10. (AP)

on Aug. 1 after being suspended for two years.
The current limit stands at $28.4 trillion and Yellen has
been using book-keeping maneuvers to disinvest various
government trust funds, such as government employee
pension funds, to remain below the debt ceiling.
If those resources are exhausted the government will no
longer be unable to pay its bills, or even service U.S. debt,
putting the country in default for the ﬁrst time in its history.
Such an event would send shockwaves through the global ﬁnancial system since U.S. Treasury securities are considered the safest investments in the world.
Republicans have said they do not plan to support an increase in the debt limit, though they did so when Donald
Trump was president. GOP lawmakers have said Democrats should increase or suspend the debt limit using the
budget reconciliation process they are using for President
Joe Biden’s $3.5 trillion infrastructure bill. That can be
done without GOP votes.
On Wednesday, however, House Speaker Nancy Pelosi
said that Democrats would not be putting the debt limit
increase in the reconciliation bill. The anticipation is that
they will try to include the debt limit in a stop-gap spending bill that must pass before the new budget year begins
on Oct. 1. If that measure does not pass, the government
would face the prospect of a partial government shutdown
until Congress did approve funding for the new year.
An analysis by the policy center found that Treasury had
approximately $400 billion worth of cash on hand when
the debt limit went back into effect on Aug. 1 and the availability of the various bookkeeping measures to create room
under the debt ceiling to meet government spending needs.
But the center said that those resources were nearing exhaustion.
“Once the Treasury Department exhausts these resources, military pay, veterans’ beneﬁts, Medicare provider payments and numerous other payments would come due,”
the center’s analysis said. “Crossing the debt limit X Date
would be an unprecedented event, carrying grave risk to
ﬁnancial markets and the global economy.”
While Congress has never failed to deal with the debt
limit before a default occurred, in 2011 a budget standoff
between the Obama administration and Republican lawmakers came so close to a default that the credit rating
agency Standard & Poor’s downgraded a portion of Treasury securities from their AAA rating, something that had
never occurred before.

This ﬁle photo shows an advertising sign for building land stands in front of a new home construction site in
Northbrook, Illinois. Soaring home prices and rents are fueling real estate companies’ appetite for houses, adding
unwelcome competition for many would-be homebuyers. (AP)

Companies ‘step up’
buying houses in US
Real estate firms bet on hot housing market
LOS ANGELES, Sept 11,
(AP): Soaring home prices
and rents are fueling real
estate companies’ appetite
for houses, adding unwelcome competition for many
would-be homebuyers.
Residential real estate bought by
companies or institutions hit an alltime high of 67,943 properties in the
second quarter, according to Redﬁn,
a Seattle-based online brokerage.
That’s more than a twofold increase
from a year earlier, when the pandemic
temporarily stymied the real estate
market. It also represents 15.9% of all
the properties sold in the April-June
quarter, or just below the record high

16.1% share of sales in the ﬁrst quarter
of 2020, Redﬁn said.
The data, which goes back to 2000,
includes all residential property types,
including apartment buildings and condos. It excludes purchases by small, individual investors.
When looking at only single-family
home sales, companies accounted for
16.1% of all purchases in the second
quarter, Redﬁn said. Ten years ago, it
was 8.4%.
The trend adds challenges to wouldbe homebuyers, especially many ﬁrsttime buyers already facing stiff competition for affordable homes at a time
when the inventory of properties on the
market is near all-time lows and prices
continue surging.
The S&P CoreLogic Case-Shiller 20city home price index climbed a record

Imminent major changes in
KPC with ‘cost cuts’ in mind
By Kamel Al-Harami
Independent Oil Analyst
IT is either that or a repetition of
the previous years’ situation with
no changes in the mainstream or
upgrade or add value to the organization or bring about changes in
the directions for improving efﬁciency, work ethics or productivity. They are simply waiting for
monthly pay checks while being in
line for promotion and retirement
after 35 years of service. This is
the story of
Kuwait’s oil
industry and
the afﬁliated
companies.
Crude oil
production
level
still
stands at less
than
three
million barrels per day,
Al-Harami
while there is
an increase in
employment by double in the last
ten years to more than 24,000 employees. This is costing the oil sector KD 3.1 billion, with an average
of about KD 7,000 ($ 21,000) per
month. In other words, the salaries
and beneﬁts alone make up 50 percent of the total production cost of
KD 3.2 billion.
The highest paid are in the oil
industry or within the national oil
companies. No wonder there is a
ﬁght for any job in KPC and its
companies. All that is needed is
just good contact and connections.
The main concern for the government is that the number of employees have doubled in the last ten

years while crude oil production remains stagnant at below three million. Even last month when Saudi
Arabia, Russia and the United Arab
Emirates agreed with the oil organization to increase by 11.5 million
for Saudi Arabia and Russia, and
by 3.5 million barrels for the UAE,
Kuwait stayed quiet and did not
seek any increase in future capacity. It is to remain silent with effect
from the end of next year in full
agreement with OPEC Plus.
However, KPC will continue to
hire and recruit more locals. Our
oil ministers are, in the meantime,
thinking of increasing the ratio of
local employment to more than 85
percent!
Just when the government
started pushing our oil industry to
cut costs and expenses, one of its
members is seeking to hire and recruit more staff.
Of course, KPC will issue, announce, and circulate all kinds of
directives on reduction of expenses like the previous management.
However, can they touch employees and think about reducing costs
related to beneﬁts and other incentives? We simply doubt any reductions now or in the near future.
The only thing that may be
achievable is to bring top management from outside our oil industry.
Kuwait’s oil industry needs hard
and tough top executives with full
support of a strong government.
They should be from outside KPC
and its afﬁliated companies’ corridors and should have no attachments. This is only if we are serious.
❑ ❑ ❑
email: naftikuwaiti@yahoo.com

19.1% in June from a year ago, as too
few homes are available to buy and low
interest rates have enabled afﬂuent buyers and real estate investors to pay more.
“When you have investors in a limited-supply market and they’re coming
with cash, they’re able to outbid any
regular homebuyer,” said Sheharyar
Bokhari, senior economist at Redﬁn.
Real estate investors’ impact on the
market for single-family homes is being particularly felt now because competition has grown so heated that homes
often sell within days.
“Homes aren’t staying on the market
very long,” Bokhari said. “People are
getting frustrated losing bidding wars,
especially if they lose to a (company)
ﬂush with cash.”
Real estate investment trusts and other companies have traditionally owned
apartment buildings, but the housing
bust of the mid-2000s helped usher in
a wave of Wall Street investment in
previously owned single-family houses.
Investment funds like Blackstone
Group bought up thousands of foreclosed and distressed homes. Many of
the properties were converted to rentals.
And even though the housing market
has more than bounced back since then,
a dearth of homes for sale and surging
demand for rental housing has motivated Wall Street to stake its investment
on renting single-family homes, rather
than selling them during housing market thirsty for inventory.
Blackstone Group, which spun off
single-family home rental company
Invitation Homes in 2017, agreed in
June to buy Home Partners of America,
which buys and then rents out homes.
For some would-be homebuyers
frustrated by the priciest housing market in decades, renting a house is the
next best thing, and that’s helping drive
up rents, which jumped 7.5% nationally
in June from a year earlier, according to
real estate data ﬁrm CoreLogic.
Not all real estate companies are in
the business of renting houses. Many
ﬂip homes they buy. And there are socalled “iBuyers,” companies like Zillow, Redﬁn, and Opendoor, which buy
homes, typically from sellers who want
to sell their home quickly, and then put
the homes back on the market.
Still, nationally, investors bought
more homes than they sold in the ﬁrst
half of this year, according to data from
Realtor.com.
“In the early months of the pandemic
they were adding to inventory and it
was also the case through the spring
and early summer months of 2019, but
in general, throughout most of this data
history, we’ve seen more investor buyers that we have investor sellers,” said
Danielle Hale, Realtor.com’s chief
economist.
The competition would-be homebuyers face from big real estate investors is
something the Biden administration is
hoping to mitigate as part of a broader
initiative aimed at addressing the housing supply shortage and reducing price
pressures in the housing market.
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France selects IDEMIA for the National Digital ID Program
The updated French national eID card
(CNIe) was launched in August 2021, and
will enable French citizens to complete
online transactions using their smartphone. Citizens will receive an authentication request on their smartphone. They
will then place their CNIe on the back of
their phone, which will communicate using Near-Field Communication technology. The mobile app will securely read and
authenticate the personal data held in the
card’s chip. Citizens will need to provide
their consent before authentication.

The digital ID system will be issued with
a First Level security certiﬁcate from the
French IT agency, ANSSI, and will therefore
comply with the EU eIDAS regulations; Substantial and High 1. The system will protect
citizens’ identity data, and will ensure that
only the authorized citizen has control over it.
“As a French company, we are extremely
proud to work on the national digital ID program. The new CNIe with its highly-secure
chip is a great example of combining a
physical ID document with a digital ID to securely access online services,” said Pierre

Lelièvre, IDEMIA Senior Vice President
Digital ID The FranceConnect platform,
which underpins the program, has already
attracted over 28 million users and 900 service providers. French citizens will soon be
able to securely access these services using their new digital ID.
“ Our mission is to create and offer a
user-friendly means of electronic identiﬁcation that facilitates and protects the
online transfer of citizen identity data, so
that transactions cannot be centralized or
traced, ” said Valérie Peneau, General

Government Inspector and Director of the
France Identité Numérique program
IDEMIA’s expertise is helping bring about
substantial digital ID changes that are currently underway. Having successfully implemented over 135 online and ofﬂine identiﬁcation programs across the world, IDEMIA
meets governments’ needs for securer and
agile citizen databases, ID documents and
online authentication of citizens’ identity.
IDEMIA, the global leader in Augmented Identity, provides a trusted environment enabling citizens and consumers

alike to perform their daily critical activities
(such as pay, connect and travel), in the
physical as well as digital space.
Securing our identity has become mission critical in the world we live in today.
By standing for Augmented Identity, an
identity that ensures privacy and trust and
guarantees secure, authenticated and
veriﬁable transactions, we reinvent the
way we think, produce, use and protect
one of our greatest assets - our identity
- whether for individuals or for objects,
whenever and wherever security matters.

Tech slide pulls S&P 500 benchmark down
Most investors awaiting cues on economy
NEW YORK, Sept 11,
(AP): Wall Street capped a
choppy day of trading Friday with another pullback
for stocks and the S&P
500’s ﬁrst weekly loss in
three weeks.
The benchmark index fell 0.8%,
its ﬁfth straight decline, and ended
1.7% lower for the holiday-shortened week. That’s it’s biggest
weekly drop since June. The other
major U.S. stock indexes also posted weekly losses.
The selling was widespread, though
technology, health care and communications stocks weighed most heavily on the S&P 500. Smaller company
stocks also fell broadly. Treasury
yields mostly rose. The price of U.S.
crude oil rose 2.3%.
Stocks have traded in a narrow
range for several weeks as most investors are sitting on the sidelines waiting
to get a fuller understanding of where
the economy is headed and how the
pandemic is impacting corporations.
“There isn’t any new good news
coming, and that’s important because
we’ve gotten a decent amount of good
news that has ﬂowed up until this point
this year,” said Liz Young, head of investment strategy at personal ﬁnance
company SoFi.
The S&P 500 fell 34.70 points to
4,458.58. The index is now within
1.8% of the all-time high it set last
week. The Dow Jones Industrial Average lost 271.66 points, or 0.8%, to
34,607.72. The tech-heavy Nasdaq
composite shed an early gain, dropping
132.76 points, or 0.9%, to 15,115.49.
The Russell 2000 index of smaller
companies gave up 21.58 points, or
1%, to 2,227.55.
Investors mulled a negative piece
of inﬂation data Friday. Inﬂation at
the wholesale level climbed 8.3% last
month from August 2020, the biggest
annual gain since the Labor Department started calculating the 12-month
number in 2010.
Federal Reserve policymakers have
said they believe inﬂation this year
would be temporary and is a result
of the economy recovering from the
pandemic. However, persistently high
inﬂation could force the Fed’s hand to
start pulling back on its bond-buying
program and low interest rate policy
sooner than anticipated.
The bond market had a mild reaction
to the inﬂation data, a possible sign
that investors continue to agree with
the Fed’s outlook. The yield on the 10year Treasury note rose to 1.33% from
1.30%.

In this photo provided by the New York Stock Exchange, ﬂoor traders, including Phyllis Arena Woods, right, gather in remembrance on the eve of September 11th, on the Exchange trading ﬂoor,
Friday Sept. 10, 2021. (AP)

The pandemic remains in the forefront of investors’ minds, as hospitals
ﬁll up in the South and other parts of
the country. President Joe Biden announced Thursday that companies
with more than 100 employees would
be required to have their employees
vaccinated or do weekly testing, an announcement big companies have been
willing to embrace.
“A lot of the pain was felt in August
and that’s part of why September is
going to be so choppy,” Young said.
“I’m hopeful that some of the worst
of that is behind us and we can move
forward.”
The market is still trying to ﬁnd
reasons to go higher, she said, and the
economy is also likely to keep grinding on because of the desire from consumers and companies to get back to a
more normal way of operating.

Industries that have been hit hardest
through the pandemic and are relying
on a steady recovery have been struggling as COVID-19 cases rise with the
highly contagious delta variant. Travel-related companies were among the
decliners Friday. American Airlines
slid 6.2% and Delta Air Lines lost
4.2%, while cruise line operator Carnival fell 2.3% and Norwegian Cruise
Line dropped 1.4%.
Apple fell 3.3% after a federal judge
ordered the iPhone maker to dismantle part of the competitive barricade
guarding its closely run app store,
which is one of its biggest moneymakers.
Restaurant and arcade operator
Dave & Buster’s rose 1.2% after reporting solid ﬁnancial results. Endo
International surged 32.9% after settling opioid cases with the state of New

Mercator publishes MEM Report 2021

S’pore tops in regulatory ranking for MNCs
LONDON, Sept 11, (Agencies): Singapore is ranked the top jurisdiction
for multinational companies to base
subsidiaries or ‘entities’ from a governance and regulatory standpoint, according to an inaugural report ranking
over 160 jurisdictions globally on both
the cost and speed of doing business.
The Mercator Entity Management (MEM) Report 2021 outlines
the challenges that business leaders, General Counsels and corporate
secretarial teams face in countries
where multinationals with global
portfolios have their entities. It includes the busiest regions in terms
of regulatory activity, the average
cost of regulating entities in each jurisdiction and the overall time taken
to complete activities . The rankings
are based on data from Mercator ®
’s proprietary Global Entity Portfolio Management (GEPM) platform,
Entica™, which holds data on thousands of entities globally - down to
the number of hours it takes for regulatory ﬁlings.
Singapore was followed closely
by Australia and the United Kingdom as the most favourable jurisdictions. The report highlights that
all three have the ideal combination
of low cost levels and shorter timeframes for completing a range of
regulatory activities such as Board of
Director/ shareholder decisions, ofﬁcer changes and Power of Attorney
activities. Kazakhstan had the lowest ranking, with South Korea as the
next lowest, followed by Indonesia;
all have a combination of relatively
higher cost levels, and less competitive timeframes or ‘duration’.
Kariem Abdellatif, Head of Mercator, said : “It should be noted that
the purpose of this inaugural report
is not to advise multinationals on
where to base entities or subsidiaries - this is obviously dictated by necessity - but to set expectation and
provide foresight on the relative cost
and time it will take to manage entities in each jurisdiction.
“Singapore, Australia and the

United Kingdom are all global ﬁnancial centres with a long-established
history of managing international
trade, and this translates into the ease
with which multinationals can manage entities in these locations. Interestingly, Singapore is often cited for
its government’s efforts in working
with businesses and industry partners to step up their resilience during
the COVID-19 pandemic and this is
no doubt reﬂected in its ranking.
“We hope this data will assist
multinational companies in serving
as a benchmark for their company
secretarial expenditure and efﬁciency in operating globally; it may
also serve as a useful practical guide
when setting up new overseas entities in their structure.”
The report shows that while Europe has the highest number of entities overall - based on client portfolios featured on Entica™ - activity per
entity is comparable to the Middle
East and North America. Europe is
followed by APAC, which has half
as many entities based there - but
these have an overall activity rate of
almost two-thirds that of European
levels. APAC was also the top region overall on cost and duration.
The cost of operating in different
regions is affected by factors including the complexity of local legislation and the language requirements
for ﬁlings; for example, relatively
high prices in the LATAM region
are inﬂuenced by higher local professional costs due to complex procedures and requirements for documents to be in the local language.
Subsequently, translations and legalizations for bilingual documents
need to be arranged.
The statistics in the MEM Report
cover all GEPM activities for 2020
and the ﬁrst half of 2021 as recorded
on Mercator’s Entica™ platform.
This data includes event-driven services, initiated on an ad-hoc basis,
but not activities related to Annual
Obligations as the latter occur at
regular intervals and can be planned

for well in advance. The data relates
purely to multinational companies.
All data in the report is proprietary
and, therefore, some ﬁgures are represented in relative rather than absolute terms; for example, the cost of
each jurisdiction is shown relative
to the cheapest and most expensive.
Clients of Mercator are provided
with full, absolute data on the performance of their entity portfolio,
including how it relates to jurisdictional and regional averages.
A pioneer in Global Entity Portfolio Management (GEPM), Mercator
creates lasting partnerships with its
clients to understand their individual needs and offer ease, efﬁciency
and visibility through a clear layer
of oversight. Mercator’s unrivalled
knowledge of GEPM and proprietary technology, is evolving the way
companies view and manage their
portfolio of entities, helping them
navigate an increasingly complex
regulatory environment.
The Citco group of companies
(Citco) is a network of independent
companies worldwide. These companies are leading providers of asset
servicing solutions to the global alternative investment industry. With
over $1.5 trillion in assets under administration and 8,200 staff deployed
across 40 countries, Citco’s unique
culture of innovation and client-driven solutions have provided Citco’s
clients with a trusted partner for more
than four decades. Having grown organically into one of the largest asset servicers in the industry, Citco’s
Fund Services companies offer a full
suite of middle ofﬁce and back ofﬁce
services including, treasury and loan
handling, daily NAV calculations and
investor services, corporate and legal
services, regulatory and risk reporting
as well as tax and ﬁnancial reporting
services. Investing heavily in innovation and technology whilst further
developing its current suite of client
friendly solutions, Citco will continue
into the future as a ﬂagbearer for the
asset servicing industry.

York and two large counties in a $50
million deal.
Benchmarks rose in Paris, London,
Tokyo, Shanghai and Hong Kong. The
yield on the 10-year Treasury note was
steady at 1.31% and U.S. futures were
higher. Crude oil prices rose.
Biden initiated the 90-minute call
with Xi, which centered on discussing the way ahead for the U.S.-China
relationship. The White House said
the leaders during the call agreed to
engage “openly and straightforwardly”
on issues where the nations are at odds
and where there is agreement.
“President Biden and Xi’s phone
call has spurred hopes of a thaw in
U.S.-China relations. That is ostensibly good for trade everywhere and
spurred a decent rally in stocks across
Asia,” Jeffrey Halley of Oanda said in
a commentary.

Investors appeared to take in stride a
decision by the European Central Bank
on Thursday to dial back some of its
massive emergency pandemic support
for the economy as the 19 countries
that use the euro rebound from the
coronavirus recession.
Analysts said investors were reassured by ECB head Christine Lagarde’s insistence that the shift was
only a “recalibration” of existing
stimulus - not a signal that pandemic
support is being phased out.
Germany’s DAX gained 0.1% to
15,643.96 and the CAC 40 in Paris rose
0.4% to 6,7089.48. Britain’s FTSE 100
picked up 0.3% to 7,047.34. Th future
contract for the Dow industrials was
trading 0.5% higher, while the future
for the S&P 500 climbed 0.4%,
In Asian trading, Tokyo’s Nikkei
225 gained 1.3% to 30,381.84 while

the Hang Seng in Hong Kong jumped
1.9% to 26,205.91. South Korea’s
Kospi added 0.4% to 3,125.76. The
Shanghai Composite index climbed
0.5% to 3,703.11.
Investors have been assessing the
pace of economic growth amid worries
that the rapid spread of the coronavirus
delta variant will dampen consumer
conﬁdence and spending.
In other trading, U.S. benchmark
crude oil rose 73 cents to $68.87 per
barrel in electronic trading on the New
York Mercantile Exchange. It gave up
$1.16 to $68.14 per barrel on Thursday.
Brent crude rose 89 cents to $72.34
per barrel.
The U.S. dollar rose to 109.96
Japanese yen from 109.73 yen. The
euro was trading at $1.1842, up from
$1.1825 late Thursday.

NY county worker charged in digital currency mining scheme
An employee cost a New
York county at least $6,000
in electricity bills by allegedly
secretly installing dozens of
machines at his workplace
in a cryptocurrency scheme,
authorities said, announcing
charges against him.
Suffolk County District Attorney Timothy Sini said Christopher Naples, who worked in
the county clerk’s ofﬁce as a
supervisor of information tech-

A government-run Chivo machine that will soon exchange
cash for dispensing Bitcoin
cryptocurrency stands in a
booth of the state-owned
Banco Hipotecario, in San
Salvador, El Salvador. (AP)

nology operations, is charged
with counts including public
corruption, grand larceny, and
computer trespass.
An email seeking comment
was sent to Naples’ attorney. He appeared in court on
Wednesday and was released
on his own recognizance.
Sini said Naples, 42, who
has worked for the county
since 2000, had put 46 devices
throughout the county center

in Riverhead, New York, in locations like an unused electrical wall panel or underneath
ﬂoorboards. At least some of
the devices had been in place
since February.
Naples, of Mattituck, New
York, is accused of using the
devices to mine Bitcoin and
other types of cryptocurrency. Cryptocurrency units are
created by computers solving complex math equations,

and the process can result in
heavy electricity usage and
high cooling costs.
“Mining cryptocurrency requires an enormous amount
of resources, and miners
have to navigate how to cover all of those electricity and
cooling costs,” Sini said in a
statement announcing the arrest. Naples “found a way to
do it; unfortunately, it was on
the backs of taxpayers.” (AP)

Transition has been complicated by rapid spread of delta variant

Silicon Valley ﬁnds remote work is easier to begin than end
SAN FRANCISCO, Sept 11, (AP):
Technology companies that led the
charge into remote work as the pandemic unfurled are confronting a new
challenge: how, when and even whether they should bring long-isolated employees back to ofﬁces that have been
designed for teamwork.
“I thought this period of remote
work would be the most challenging
year-and-half of my career, but it’s
not,” said Brent Hyder, the chief people ofﬁcer for business software maker
Salesforce and its roughly 65,000 employees worldwide. “Getting everything started back up the way it needs
to be is proving to be even more difﬁcult.”
That transition has been complicated by the rapid spread of the delta
variant, which has scrambled the plans
many tech companies had for bringing
back most of their workers near or after Labor Day weekend. Microsoft has
pushed those dates back to October
while Apple, Google, Facebook, Amazon and a growing list of others have
already decided wait until next year.
Given how they set the tone for remote work, tech companies’ return-toofﬁce policies will likely have ripple
effects across other industries. Employers’ next steps could redeﬁne how
and where people work, predicts Laura
Boudreau, a Columbia University assistant economics professor who studies workplace issues.
“We have moved beyond the theme
of remote work being a temporary
thing,” Boudreau says. The longer the
pandemic has stretched on, she says,
the harder it’s become to tell employees to come back to the ofﬁce, particularly full time.
Because they typically revolve around
digital and online products, most tech
jobs are tailor made for remote work. Yet
most major tech companies insist that
their employees should be ready to work
in the ofﬁce two or three days each week
after the pandemic is over.
The main reason: Tech companies
have long believed that employees
clustered together in a physical space
will swap ideas and spawn innovations
that probably wouldn’t have happened
in isolation. That’s one reason tech
titans have poured billions of dollars
into corporate campuses interspersed
with alluring common areas meant to
lure employees out of their cubicles
and into “casual collisions” that turn
into brainstorming sessions.
But the concept of “water cooler
innovation” may be overblown, says
Christy Lake, chief people ofﬁcer for
business software maker Twilio.
“There is no data that supports that really happens in real life, and yet we all
subscribe to it,” Lake says. “You can’t
put the genie back in the bottle and tell
people, ‘Oh you have to be back in the
ofﬁce or innovation won’t happen.’ “
Twilio isn’t bringing back most of
its roughly 6,300 employees back to its
ofﬁces until early next year at the earliest, and plans to allow most of them
to ﬁgure how frequently they should
come in.
This hybrid approach permitting
employees to toggle between remote
and in-ofﬁce work has been widely
embraced in the technology industry,
particularly among the largest companies with the biggest payrolls.
Nearly two-thirds of the more than
200 companies responding to a midJuly survey in the tech-centric Bay
Area said they are expecting their
workers to come into the ofﬁce two
or three days each week. Before the
pandemic, 70% of these employers required their workers to be in the ofﬁce,
according to the Bay Area Council, a
business policy group that commissioned the poll.
Even Zoom, the Silicon Valley videoconferencing service that saw its
revenue and stock price soar during the
pandemic, says most of its employees
still prefer to come into the ofﬁce part
of the time. “There isn’t a one-sizeﬁts-all approach to returning to the ofﬁce,” Kelly Steckelberg, Zoom’s chief
ﬁnancial ofﬁcer, recently wrote in a
blog post.

But the biggest tech companies,
which have proﬁted even more than
Zoom as the pandemic that made their
products indispensable for many workers, aren’t giving employees much
choice in the matter. Apple, Google,
Amazon, and Microsoft have made
it clear that they want most of their
workers together at least a few days
each week to maintain their culture and
pace of innovation.
That well-worn creed sounds like
backward thinking to Ed Zitron, who
runs a public relations ﬁrm representing technology companies - and which
has been fully remote since it launched
in 2012.
The only reason to have an ofﬁce, he
says, is to satisfy managers with vested
interests in grouping people together
“so that they can look at them and feel
good about the people that they own ...
so that they can enjoy that power.”
Switching to hybrid work is ideal
for people like Kelly Soderlund, a
mother of two young children who
works in ofﬁces in San Francisco and
Palo Alto, California, for travel management company TripActions, which
has about 1,200 employees worldwide.
She couldn’t wait to return when the
company partially reopened its ofﬁces
in June, partly because she missed the
built-in buffer that her roughly onehour commute provided between her
personal and professional life.
“When I don’t have that, I wake up
in the morning, I start doing work and
I take my kids to their camp or their
daycare,” Soderlund says. “And then
I come back and I work and then we
pick them up, make dinner and then I
go back to work. So, it feels like it’s
just work all the time.”
Soderlund believes being together
in an ofﬁce leads to more collaboration, although she also learned from
the pandemic that workers don’t need
to be there every day for teamwork to
happen.
Camaraderie and the need to separate work from home are among the
top reasons employees at business
software maker Adobe cite for coming
back to the ofﬁce, said Gloria Chen,
chief people ofﬁcer for one of Silicon
Valley’s older companies. Working
from home “is here to stay, but we
also continue to value people coming
together,” she said.
The transition from the pandemic
should enable smaller tech companies
to adopt more ﬂexible work-fromhome policies that may help them lure
away top-notch engineers from other
ﬁrms more insistent on having people
in the ofﬁce, says Boudreau, the Columbia University scholar.
“Labor markets are relatively tight
now, so employees have more bargaining chips than they have had in a
while,” Boudreau says.
Ankur Dahiya, who launched his
software startup RunX last year during
the pandemic lockdowns, believes that
remote work has helped him hire employees that otherwise may not have
been candidates. The eight-worker
startup rents a San Francisco ofﬁce one
day a week so Dahiya can meet with
employees who live nearby, but other
employees are in Canada, Nevada, and
Oregon. The workers living outside
of California have been ﬂying in once
every three months for “super productive” meetings and brainstorming, says
Dahiya, who has previously worked at
Facebook and Twitter.
“I’ve worked in ofﬁces for the last
10 years and I know there’s just so
much time lost,” Dahiya says, recalling all the random conversations,
lengthy meetings, aimless wandering,
and other disruptions that seem to occur in those settings.
Twilio’s Lake is hoping the remotework experience will transform employee behavior in the ofﬁce, too, once
they come back. She hopes that the
remote experience will have given employees a chance to better understand
how their teams work.
“I think more than anything it is going to cause us to become more intentional about when, why and how we
come together,” she says.

Kelly Soderlund, (right), works with a colleague at the TripActions ofﬁce in
San Francisco, Friday, Aug. 27, 2021. Switching to a hybrid work model is
ideal for people like Soderlund, a mother of two young children who works
in ofﬁces in San Francisco and Palo Alto, California, for TripActions, which
has about 1,200 employees worldwide. (AP)

Keep goals on track

5 ways to ‘rein’ in
impulse spending
By Melissa Lambarena
NerdWallet
ince the COVID-19 vaccine started
becoming available in the US, there
have been more opportunities to impulse spend on items and experiences
that you didn’t get to enjoy early in the
pandemic.
With the freedom to do more, consumers are spending more. For the ﬁrst
seven months of 2021, retail sales were
up 15.5% compared to that same period in 2020, according to calculations
by the National Retail Federation.
As some restrictions have eased,
it’s likely that you’ve had new spending needs: returning to work, visiting
with friends and family, and partaking
in other back-to-normal activities. But
when the nonessentials threaten to put
your ﬁnances in jeopardy, it’s important to keep your ﬁnancial goals on
track.
Here are ﬁve strategies to help you
navigate impulse spending.
1. Wait a day or two
When you feel that overwhelming
urge to spend, wait 24 to 48 hours to
see if you still want an item, suggests
Brad Klontz, a ﬁnancial psychologist
based in Colorado.
“Ask yourself: Can I afford this?
Where am I going to put it? How am
I going to feel about this purchase tomorrow? How am I going to pay for
this?,” he says.
He adds that this pause can help
calm the “emotional brain” and activate the “rational brain,” the one that
holds you accountable tomorrow.
If you can’t bring yourself to wait, a
store’s return policy may prove useful
should regret set in. The return protection beneﬁt on a credit card, if available, can also offer a backup option.
When you make a purchase with the
card that offers the beneﬁt, it can provide a window of time to ﬁle a claim
and receive a refund when a retailer’s
return policy fails.
2. Practice safe credit card habits
Credit cards may help or hurt, depending on how you spend. Klontz
says that people spend signiﬁcantly
more money when using their credit
cards instead of cash. He suggests
keeping a cash envelope to use in areas
where you tend to overspend, like dining out, for example.
Also, minimize impulses by not storing credit card information on websites
or apps, says Kathy Longo, a certiﬁed ﬁnancial planner and president of Flourish
Wealth Management, a ﬁnancial planning ﬁrm in Minneapolis.
“It’s much easier to be like, ‘I’ll
look at it later because I’m not going
to go ﬁnd my purse and get my credit
card,’” she says. That time can indirectly make you rethink a purchase.
Once you do charge a purchase to a
credit card, pay it off in full to avoid
interest and save money. For large purchases, consider using a card with a
0% introductory APR.
3. Use curbside pickup
Many retailers have offered curbside
pickup since the start of the pandemic.
It’s one option that Lauren Miller, a
Massachusetts resident, uses to stay on
track in her debt-free journey.
Avoiding the inside of the store
means “you’re not seeing those seasonal items and those ﬂashy marketing
strategies,” she says. These can often
lead to impulse buying.
Some retailers may charge for curbside pickup or require you to spend
a certain amount to waive the cost.
You’ll have to weigh whether it’s
worth paying a few dollars to avoid the
potential cost of impulse spending.
If you have to go into a store and the
urge wins, do an online price comparison of the item, suggests Longo. “See if
you can ﬁnd something similar at a better
price or maybe on sale,” she says.
4. Give yourself a splurging allowance
Build a personal allowance into
your budget for potential must-have
purchases. When Miller ﬁrst started
to curb impulse spending, she gave
herself $20 to use at each store. Over
time, that amount lowered to $5 per
store as she embraced the habit. Since
she frequents only about four stores
per month, the total doesn’t dent her
budget.
“The desire to make impulse purchases lessens, I think, because I know
I have the permission to make an impulse purchase if I choose to,” she
says.
If you exceed your allowance,
take that amount out of next month’s
budget, or supplement it by redeeming credit card rewards for cash back
or statement credit if it makes sense.
(Some credit cards lessen the value of
rewards when you redeem for certain
options). (AP)
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Sheet metal worker Carey Mercer assembles ductwork at Contractors Sheet Metal on Tuesday, Aug. 3, 2021, in
New York. The construction industry is ﬁghting to recruit more women into a sector that faces chronic labor shortages. Women make up only 4% of skilled construction laborers in the U.S. and often face discrimination on jobs
sites. (AP)

Sector struggling with labor shortages

‘Lean In’ circles help women
in construction navigate bias
NEW YORK, Sept 11, (AP): Bethany
Mayer didn’t want to go back to work
after learning that a fellow ironworker
insinuated that women like her didn’t
belong there.
Jordyn Bieker, an apprentice sheet
metal worker in Denver, said she felt
uncomfortable that her foreman asked
her pointed questions about being gay.
Yunmy Carroll, a veteran steamﬁtter, said a worker at a training session
declared that women in construction
are “whores.”
The three women shared their stories over Zoom during a Lean In Circle
for Tradeswomen, one of 76 launched
nationwide and in Canada this year by
the North America’s Building Trades
Unions and Lean In, the women’s advocacy group started by Facebook Chief
Operating Ofﬁcer Sheryl Sandberg.
About 700 tradeswomen are participating the program, designed to help
them navigate persistent bias and harassment on construction sites, from
unwanted sexual advances to being assigned lesser duties like trafﬁc control
or ﬁre watch.
It’s a culture that industry leaders
are ﬁghting to change in the hopes of
recruiting more women into a sector
with an aging workforce that faces
chronic labor shortages.
As spending on infrastructure rises,
construction ﬁrms will need to hire at
least 430,000 new skilled laborers in
2021, according to an analysis of federal data by the Associated Builders
and Contractors.
Right now, only 4% of construction laborers in the U.S. are women, according
to the Bureau of Labor Statistics.
“We are really only employing
from half the workforce,” said Brian
Turmail, the Associated General Contractors of America’s vice president
of public affairs, who also spearheads
workforce development. “We are
struggling with labor shortages with
one hand tied behind our back.”
This comes at a time when the pandemic has exacted a disproportionate
toll on jobs where women dominate, like
restaurant servers and cashiers. Nearly
2.5 million women lost jobs and stopped
looking for work during the pandemic.
Meanwhile, much of the construction industry was deemed essential,
sparing it from mass layoffs. For advocates, it is evidence that more women
should aspire to construction careers,
which start with paid apprenticeships

and can lead to unionized jobs with
middle-class wages.
The median salary for plumbers
and electricians, for instance, is about
$56,000 a year, with the top 10% of
earners making $98,000. But only
about 2% of plumbers and 3% of the
country’s electricians are women.
“We see this all the time. When jobs
are higher paid, when jobs have more
security, when jobs have higher beneﬁts, they often go to men,” said Sandberg, who partnered with NABTU to
bring her signature “Lean in Circles”
program to tradeswomen after meeting
Judaline Cassidy, a New York plumber and union leader who had formed a
Lean In Circle on her own in 2017, and
later discussing the idea with Liz Shuler, now president of the AFL-CIO.
Cassidy often recalls being told to go
home and do the dishes when she ﬁrst
tried to join a union more than two decades ago. But her career has also been
empowering, and her daughter, Carey
Mercer, followed her into the trades.
“You’re always learning something
every day. There’s always some kind
of challenge that you might run into
where you might need to do some math
or think about it and take a second a
look at it,” said Mercer, an apprentice
sheet metal worker.
The good news is that gains already
made by women appear to have held
steady during the pandemic, in contrast
to the Great Recession that hit the industry hard.
The number of women employed
in construction had reached a high of
nearly 950,000 in 2007 before plummeting to a Great Recession-low of
711,000 in 2011, according to the
BLS. It took nearly a decade for their
numbers to recover, eventually reaching new highs of about 970,000 at the
onset of the pandemic.
But this time, the ranks of women
dipped just brieﬂy in the spring of
2020 before continuing their rise - surpassing more than 1 million for the
ﬁrst time in history in April. The share
of women employed in the industry
also rose, reaching 13.2% in 2020,
compared to 12.5% in 2016.
Since those ﬁgures include ofﬁce
roles, it not clear how much of those
gains were made by skilled laborers.
But the number of women who graduated from NABTU’s pre-apprenticeship programs has also increased,
reaching an all-time high of 23% of

graduates this year, said NABTU Secretary-Treasurer Brent Booker.
Pre-apprenticeship programs targeting women and minorities have proliferated over the past decade, while several
thousand women gather each year for
NABTU’s 10-year-old conference for
tradeswomen. In sign of their growing inﬂuence, the Iron Workers Union became
the ﬁrst construction union to adopt paid
maternity leave in 2017.
The most uphill challenge is changing cultural attitudes in the ﬁeld.
Kelly Kupcak, executive director
of Oregon Tradeswomen, said she
recently got a call from an apprentice plumber whose foreman, using
racial slurs, said he didn’t care if she
was Black or Hispanic because he just
didn’t like that she was a woman. That
was a year after Kupcak galvanized
local unions and contractors to launch
an anti-discrimination efforts after
another apprentice found a noose at a
construction site.
More subtle slights also take their
toll.
Mayer, the apprentice welder from
the Cincinnati area, had been excited
about a new job where a raising gang
would erect the columns on a new site.
But then she learned about the coworker who said women shouldn’t be
ironworkers. And she was put on ﬁre
watch for weeks.
“I don’t even want to go in tomorrow,” Mayer told her Lean-in circle,
a group of six women who meet over
Zoom once a month.
The women, at the May meeting and
in later group texts, encouraged her to
be direct and remind her foreman of
her skills as a welder. By the time they
met in July, Mayer had pushed successfully for welding duties.
Patti Devlin, the circle leader,
turned the July conversation to a perennial issue: constantly having to
prove yourself in an industry where
job sites change.
Veronica Leal, a Chicago painter who
teaches an apprenticeship program, told
the group she has faced that problem for
27 years. At ﬁrst, she said it was amusing
to watch skeptical clients eventually lavish praise on her work.
But four years ago, she was irate
when a client at an upscale apartment
building told her she couldn’t possibly
handle a difﬁcult paper hanging job
because she was a woman, and closed
the door in her face.
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Ecology
Shark tourism grows

Experts complete 1st
map of ‘global coral’
HONOLULU, Sept 11, (AP): Researchers have completed
a comprehensive online map of the world’s coral reefs by
using more than 2 million satellite images from across the
globe.
The Allen Coral Atlas, named after late Microsoft cofounder Paul Allen, will act as a reference for reef conservation, marine planning and coral science as researchers try
to save these fragile ecosystems that are being lost to climate
change.
The group announced completion of the atlas Wednesday
and said it is the ﬁrst global, high-resolution map of its kind.
It gives users the ability to see detailed information about
local reefs, including different types of submarine structure
like sand, rocks, seagrass and, of course, coral.
The maps, which include areas up to 50 feet (15 meters)
deep, are being used to i nform policy
decisions about marine protected areas, spatial planning for infrastructure
such as docks and seawalls and upcoming coral restoration projects.
“Our biggest contribution in this
achievement is that we have a uniform mapping of the entire coral reef
biome,” said Greg Asner, managing
director of the Atlas and director of
Arizona State University’s Center for
Global Discovery and Conservation.
Asner said they relied on a network
Allen
of hundreds of ﬁeld contributors who
gave them local information about reefs so that they could
program their satellites and software to focus on the right
areas.
“And that lets us bring the playing ﬁeld up to a level
where decisions can be made at a bigger scale because so
far decisions have been super localized,” Asner said. “If you
don’t know what you’ve got more uniformly, how would the
U.N. ever play a real role? How would a government that has
an archipelago with 500 islands make a uniform decision?”
The atlas also includes a coral bleaching monitor to check
for corals that are stressed due to global warming and other
factors.

In this August 2018 photo provided by the Allen Coral Atlas, ﬁsh swim on a reef at Rongelap Atoll in the Marshall Islands. Researchers have completed a comprehensive online map of the world’s coral reefs by using more than 2 million satellite images from across the globe. The Allen Coral Atlas was named after late Microsoft
co-founder Paul Allen and will act as a reference for reef conservation, marine planning and coral science as researchers try to save these fragile ecosystems that
are being lost to climate change. (AP)

Coronavirus
Many may not need booster shots: AZ vaccine creator

Restoration
Asner said about three quarters of the world’s reefs had
not previously been mapped in this kind of in-depth way,
and many not at all.
The project began in 2017 when Allen’s company, Vulcan Inc., was working with Ruth Gates, a Hawaii researcher
whose idea of creating “ super coral ” for reef restoration
was funded by the philanthropic foundation.
Gates and Vulcan brought in Asner because of his work
with the Global Airborne Observatory that had been mapping reefs in Hawaii at the time.
Allen, who said he wanted to help save the world’s coral
reefs, liked the idea of using technology to visualize data, so
Gates connected the group with a satellite company called
Planet, and Allen funded the project for about $9 million.
The University of Queensland in Australia used artiﬁcial
intelligence technology and local reference data to generate
the layers on the atlas. Anyone can view the maps for free
online.
Both Allen and Gates passed away in 2018, leaving Asner
and others to carry on their work.
“Ruth would be so pleased, wouldn’t she?” Asner said.
“She would just be tickled that this is really happening.”
He said about a third of the calls he is getting are from
researchers who hope to use the maps to “be sure that their
planning and their reef restoration work is going to have its
max efﬁcacy.”
When Gates found out she was sick, she selected friend
and colleague Helen Fox from the National Geographic Society to help communicate with conservation groups about
how to use the tool.
“It really was a global effort,” said Fox, who is now
the conservation science director for Coral Reef Alliance.
“There were huge efforts in terms of outreach and helping
people be aware of the tool and the potential scientiﬁc and
conservation value.”
❑ ❑ ❑
There’s no ominous music, no telltale ﬁn breaking the surface as the powerful silhouette of a great white shark glides
alongside the small tour boat off Cape Cod in Massachusetts.
Michael Simard crouches low and points a ﬁnger in the
direction of the roughly 10-foot (3-meter) predator cruising
in the glassy water below.
The 48-year-old construction foreman from Cambridge,
Massachusetts, glances back at his partner, Penny Antonoglou, who dutifully pulls out her smartphone while he holds
the pose. Smile. Click.
“It’s awe-inspiring, really,” Simard said after the tour,
where they spotted at least six great whites. “I didn’t realize
how graceful they were. It does put it into perspective that
this is their element, and we just share it with them.”
Three summers after Cape Cod saw two great white shark
attacks on humans — including the state’s ﬁrst fatal attack
since 1936 — the popular tourist destination south of Boston
is showing signs it’s slowly, tentatively embracing its sharky reputation.
A small but growing group of charter boat operators are offering great white shark tours in a region where whale and seal
watching excursions have long been a tourist rite of passage.
The Atlantic White Shark Conservancy, a prominent nonproﬁt shark research organization, is among those that have
jumped into the shark ecotourism game. It’s also renovated
its Shark Center, a family-friendly museum showcasing its
research into the local shark population, and is building another educational outpost set to open next summer in the
bustling tourist center of Provincetown.

Pandemic
Elsewhere, local shark-themed merchandisers are reporting brisk businesses, even as the coronavirus pandemic has
disrupted parts of the region’s tourism industry. Cape Cod
hosts about 4 million visitors a year, who bring in more than
$1 billion in tourism spending and support thousands of jobs.
“It feels like we’re on the trajectory of it being a point of
pride for Cape Cod,” said Patrick Clarke, owner of the jewelry company Cape Clasp, of the region’s white sharks. “A lot
of the initial fear and hysteria was the fear of the unknown,
but we’re learning more and more about them every year.”
Clarke makes a range of jewelry featuring whales, turtles
and other marine life, but says the shark-themed pieces speciﬁcally a bracelet made from marine-grade cord held
together by a great white shark-shaped sterling silver clasp
- are consistently his top sellers.
In Chatham, a hub of the local shark tourism industry, a
company that started selling popular stickers of Cape Cod in
the shape of a great white shark some seven years ago has
taken off as the local shark population has also come into
its own.
Kristina Manter says Cape Shark, the apparel company
she co-owns with her boyfriend, opened a brick-and-mortar storefront on Main Street last summer to sell a range of
hoodies, sweatpants, T-shirts and other clothing adorned
with the logo.
“We’re not just popping up because we saw the tourism.
We’ve been around because we’ve loved the sharks and believed in their conservation,” Manter says. “It just kind of
fell together perfectly.”
There’s no deﬁnitive tally for how much shark-related
tourism contributes to the roughly 65-mile (105-kilometer)
peninsula’s economy, but its growth is helping stretch the
tourist season into the fall, as peak shark sightings happen in
August and September, says Paul Niedzwiecki, CEO of the
Cape Cod Chamber of Commerce.

Unvaccinated 11 times more likely to die

In this Aug. 26, 2021 ﬁle photo, a
syringe is prepared with the Pﬁzer
COVID-19 vaccine at a mobile vaccine clinic in Santa Ana, Calif. New
US studies released on Friday, Sept.
10, show COVID-19 vaccines remain
highly effective, especially against
hospitalizations and death, even
against the extra-contagious delta
variant. (AP)
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Discovery
Deforestation in Amazon drops:
Deforestation in the Brazilian Amazon dropped for the second consecutive
month in August compared to the same
period in 2020, according to preliminary
data released Friday by the Brazilian National Institute for Space Research.
Forest destruction in August reached
918 square kilometers (354 square miles),
the lowest indicator for the month since
2018 and 32% less than in 2020, according to daily alerts compiled by the the institute’s Deter monitoring system.
That data is considered a leading indicator for complete calculations released near
yearend from the more accurate system,
Prodes. Following four earlier months of
increase, the accumulated deforestation in
2021 has now declined slightly by 1.2%
compared to last year, according to the
preliminary data.
Márcio Astrini, executive secretary of
the Climate Observatory, a network of
environmental nonproﬁt groups, told The
Associated Press that it’s premature to
know if there’s a clear trend of decreased
deforestation.
Before President Jair Bolsonaro’s
took ofﬁce in 2019, the Brazilian Amazon
hadn’t recorded a single year with more
than 10,000 square kilometers of deforestation in over a decade. Between 2009
and 2018, the average per year was 6,500
square kilometers compared to the average of 10,500 square kilometers during
Bolsonaro’s term.
Bolsonaro has encouraged development within the Amazon region and
dismissed global complaints about its
destruction as a plot to hold back the nation’s agribusiness. His administration
also has defanged environmental authorities and backed legislative measures to
loosen land protections, emboldening
land grabbers.
The government recently has tried
to improve its environmental credibility. Bolsonaro told leaders of the BRICS
group - which also includes Russia, India,
China and South Africa - that he is committed to protecting the environment and
complying with the Paris climate agreement.
But Astrini of the Climate Observatory
said he saw no change in government attitudes that might favor reduced deforestation. (AP)
❑
❑
❑

WASHINGTON, Sept 11, (Agencies): A large study by the US Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) has shown that people who
were not fully vaccinated were over
10 times more likely to be hospitalized, 11 times more likely to die of
COVID-19 than those who were fully
vaccinated.
The study, one of three published
by the CDC Friday on the efﬁcacy
of Moderna, Pﬁzer-BioNTech and
Johnson & Johnson vaccines, also indicated that Moderna vaccine is most
effective.
Moreover, the second CDC study
suggested the Moderna coronavirus
vaccine was moderately more effective in preventing hospitalizations than
its counterparts from Pﬁzer-BioNTech
and Johnson & Johnson.
It noted that while the three vaccines were collectively 86 percent effective in preventing hospitalization,
the protection was signiﬁcantly higher
among Moderna vaccine recipients (95
percent) than those who got PﬁzerBioNTech (80 percent) or Johnson &
Johnson (60 percent).
Furthermore, the third CDC study
showed that the vaccines endured
some erosion as the delta variant became dominant, especially among
adults who are 65 years and older but
protection against severe disease and
death remained strong, albeit less so in
that group.
Meanwhile, CDC Director Rochelle Walensky at the White House
COVID-19 brieﬁng on Friday said,
“Vaccination works and will protect
us from the severe complications of
COVID-19.”
“The bottom line is this: We have
the scientiﬁc tools we need to turn the
corner on this pandemic,” he added.
The trio of reports comes as President Biden announced sweeping coronavirus vaccine mandates on Thursday
to curb the surging delta variant, which
expected to increase pressure on tens
of millions of Americans who have resisted vaccinations.
The coronavirus has killed more
than 650,000 people in the United
States with about 1,500 average daily
deaths for the past eight days - a toll
not seen since early March, according
to data analyzed by The Washington
Post.
Meanwhile, booster shots to extend
the protection of COVID-19 vaccines

The Biden administration detailed its
plans in May for achieving the goal, saying conservation and restoration of lands
and waters was an urgent priority. Democratic ofﬁcials and environmentalists see

Africa’s already thin COVID vaccine
supply to drop by 25 per cent: WHO
NAIROBI, Kenya, Sept 11, (AP):
Africa’s already thin supply of COVID-19 vaccines has taken another signiﬁcant hit, with the World
Health Organization’s Africa director saying Thursday that for various reasons, including the rollout of
booster shots, “we will get 25% less
doses than we were anticipating by
the end of the year.”
Matshidiso Moeti’s comments to
reporters came as the Africa Centers for Disease Control and Prevention said just over 3% of people
across the African continent have
been fully vaccinated. That coverage drops to around 1.7% in subSaharan Africa, according to the
WHO.
African health ofﬁcials are dismayed by Wednesday’s announcement that the global COVAX effort
to distribute vaccines to low-and
middle-income countries is again
cutting its delivery forecast. That
revision, Moeti told reporters, is “in
part because of the prioritization of
bilateral deals over international
solidarity.”

The COVAX challenges, along
with export controls on vaccine
doses and the introduction of
booster shots by some countries,
“really means at the end there has
to be a calculation, a projection that
we will get 25% less doses than we
were anticipating before the end of
the year,” she said.
Moeti noted that while COVAX
has delivered over 5 million vaccine doses to African countries
in the past week, “three times as
many doses have been thrown
away in the United States alone”
since March.
“Every dose is precious,” Moeti
said, adding that high-income
countries have pledged to share 1
billion doses globally but so far only
120 million have been released.
“If companies and countries prioritize vaccine equity, this pandemic
would be over quickly.” The WHO
says the target of vaccinating 10%
of people in Africa by the end of this
month is being missed. The goal is
to vaccinate 40% by the end of the
year.

may be unnecessary for many people,
a leading scientist behind the AstraZeneca vaccine said on Friday.
Oxford University Professor Sarah
Gilbert told The Telegraph newspaper
that immunity from the vaccine was
holding up well - even against the delta variant. While the elderly and those
who are immune-compromised may
need boosters, the standard two-dose
regimen is providing lasting protection
for most people, she said.
“We will look at each situation; the
immuno-compromised and elderly
will receive boosters,’’ she said. “But
I don’t think we need to boost everybody. Immunity is lasting well in the
majority of people.”
The comments come as the Joint
Committee on Vaccination and Immunization, a panel of experts that advises
the British government, is expected to
make recommendations in the coming days on the scale of any booster
program. Britain’s medical regulator
on Thursday said the Pﬁzer and As-

traZeneca vaccines were safe to use as
boosters.
UK Health Secretary Sajid Javid has
said he expects a booster program to
start later this month.

the effort as a tool to increase green space,
protect drinking water sources and reduce
wildﬁre risks.
To make signiﬁcant progress on the
decadelong commitment, experts have

Gov joins conservation challenge:
Gov Michelle Lujan Grisham signed
an executive order making New Mexico
the latest Western state to join an ambitious effort to conserve nearly one-third
of America’s lands and waters by 2030.

In this Aug. 20, 2021 ﬁle photo, medical workers prepare to remove the body
of a coronavirus patient who had died, in the intensive care unit of a hospital in
Machakos, Kenya. While wealthier nations have plenty of vaccines, they are
scarce in poorer countries, and citizens across Africa often have little idea if they
will be available from one day to the next. (AP)

Also:
BERLIN: Co-founder and Chief Medical Ofﬁcer of BioNTech Ozlem Tureci
said Friday that her German company
is working to create a COVID-19 vaccine for children under age 12 within a
few weeks.
In the upcoming weeks, they will
present to laboratories around the
world the results of their study dedicated to creating a COVID-19 vaccine
for children between the ages of ﬁve
and 11, then apply for approval of the
vaccine for this age group, Tureci was
quoted as saying by the weekly magazine Der Spiegel.
BioNTech started preparing for production of the vaccine, which is similar to the one for adults; yet at a lower
dose, she added.

said Western states must play a key role
in the effort.
Lujan Grisham, a Democrat, said she
wants to “bring people together” in New
Mexico for the initiative that she hopes will
make a difference for decades to come.
Her executive order calls for the creation of a committee made up of key state
agencies to draft a plan for reaching the
goal. The group will meet four times a
year and report back annually to the governor.
“I just want action,” Lujan Grisham
said before signing the order, “but if you
don’t have a guide … we’re not going to
get every opportunity that we deserve.”
California was the ﬁrst to formalize its
2030 conservation goal when Democratic
Gov Gavin Newsom signed a sweeping
executive order last fall. Nevada followed
in May with lawmakers in the Democratdominated state passing a resolution.
About 12% of the nation’s lands and
one-quarter of its waters are currently
protected, according to research by the
Center for American Progress, a left-leaning think tank. Wilderness areas, game
refuges, agricultural lands, ranches and
other sites with conservation easements
are among the protected parcels.
Nationally, the Biden administration is
calling for the expansion of federal grant
programs to create more local parks, increase access to outdoor recreation and for
Indigenous communities to access funding
for conservation priorities. (AP)

‘A man whose character was forged in HIV and then tested in COVID’

In ‘Fauci,’ a big-screen portrait of a pandemic superstar
By Jake Coyle

Film

Hoffman and Janet Tobias’ “Fauci” is the ﬁrst big-screen docuJfaceohn
mentary of the nation’s top infectious disease expert and ubiquitous
of the COVID-19 pandemic. It’s an intimate portrait of a longtime
public servant whose notoriety has risen dramatically - and with that,
brought heaps of far-right scorn on the veteran of seven White House
administrations.
The ﬁlm opens in a split screen, with Fauci walking to his ofﬁce at
the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases 40 years ago
on one side, and him making the same trip recently on the other. Audio
and video clips, meanwhile, play of Fauci’s contemporary detractors.
One television news pundit calls for his head on a pike.
“I often use the analog of the Roman forum. There were people
throwing roses at him and then throwing garbage,” says Tobias in an
interview alongside Hoffman. “We really wanted people to get a sense
of what that was like nationally but also what it was like for a human
being. It’s very sobering to his wife and daughters deal with the level
of threats to him and to themselves.”
To head off possible, maybe inevitable, criticism, “Fauci” is being
released with a pointed proviso. A press release on the ﬁlm reads: “Dr.
Fauci had no creative control over the ﬁlm. He was not paid for his participation, nor does he have any ﬁnancial interest in the ﬁlm’s release.”
“That was an usual decision for press notes but these are unusual
times,” Hoffman says. “Nothing could be left to question or ambiguous.”
National Geographic opened “Fauci” in theaters on Friday, with a
debut on Disney+ planned in October. A once wider theatrical release

was previously in the cards, but the surge in cases driven by the delta
variant forced the ﬁlmmakers and studio to reconsider. Taking cues
from its subject, “Fauci” is playing only in theaters where proof of vaccination and masks are required for entry.
“When we are doing a ﬁlm about one of the leading public health ofﬁcials in the world, we cannot but live up to the standards of that person
and group safety,” says Tobias.

Project
That “Fauci” happened at all over the course of the last 18 months
is a feat of foresight by the veteran ﬁlmmakers. Both had previously
made ﬁlms related to health crises and had a relationship with Fauci.
Tobias made the 2017 documentary “Unseen Enemy,” about the viruses and bacteria that could cause a global pandemic. Hoffman, who has
documented issues around body weight (“The Weight of the Nation”)
and sleep (“Sleepless in America”), embedded for a year with the National Institutes of Health Clinical Center for the three-part Discovery
documentary, “First in Human.”
In February 2020, before much of the US had understood the threat
of COVID-19, the two ﬁlmmakers had already embarked on the ﬁlm
with Fauci’s participation. The project unfolded in relative secrecy.
“We tried to be quiet,” says Tobias. “It was also something he said
from the very beginning around the more intense period in March
(2020). He said: ‘I do not want to draw attention to myself. What I care
about is the health of Americans and the rest of the world.’”
Hoffman and Tobias ultimately ﬁlmed with the 80-year-old Fauci
and his family for about a year, though - because of COVID concerns
- they didn’t begin interviewing him until the fall of last year. They ulti-

mately conducted six sit-down interviews with Fauci. The ﬁlmmakers’
initial plans to proﬁle a pivotal, lesser-known ﬁgure had long before
changed.
“By then, of course, it was an incredible story and everyone knew
Tony’s name,” says Tobias, whose ﬁlm lingers on the array of trinkets
- bobbleheads, candles, T-shirts - adorned with Fauci’s face, along with
an unlikely campaign to make him People magazine’s “Sexiest Man
Alive.”
What didn’t alter was their aim to contextualize the Brooklyn-born
Fauci’s decades of public service and to speciﬁcally focus on how the
AIDS crisis formed him as a public health ofﬁcial. The ﬁlm details both
Fauci’s empathetic response to HIV victims and his eventual acceptance of anger and frustration from AIDS activists over the slow pace
of research.
“We’ve been saying all along: We made a ﬁlm about a man whose
character was forged in HIV and then tested in COVID,” says Hoffman.
“Fauci” includes interviews with some of those who have worked
with the doctor through different health crises, including former national security advisor Susan Rice, Bill Gates, Bono and President
George W. Bush. Critics of Fauci may only see the documentary as
fueling Fauci’s already high proﬁle during a pandemic that’s been
characterized by partisan rancor. But few in “Fauci” have anything but
admiration for his dedication to science and dogged work ethic.
“Tony Fauci doesn’t come into the Oval Ofﬁce to say: I’m going to
make you look good politically. He’s not a politician,” Bush says in the
ﬁlm. “Tony Fauci says: I think we can solve this problem. Here are the
facts and here is my recommendation for a way forward.” (AP)
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This image released by STX Films shows Kristen Bell, (left), and Kirby Howell-Baptiste in a scene from ‘Queenpins.’ (AP)

Film
‘Mad Max: Fury Road’ prequel ‘Furiosa’ delayed to 2024

NEW YORK: After weeks on
yachts and holding hands on intimate walks, Jennifer Lopez and
old ﬂame turned new again Ben
Afﬂeck made it ofﬁcial Friday
night on the red carpet for the
premiere of Afﬂeck’s “The Last
Duel” at the Venice International
Film Festival.
She was dripping in Cartier
diamonds in a white mermaid
body hugging gown with plunging
neckline and high side slit by
Georges Hobeika. He was dapper in a black Dolce & Gabbana
tuxedo. There were plenty of hugs
for the cameras after a summer of
love for the two, who rekindled
their romance in May, 17 years
after they broke up in 2004.
They were spotted out and
about in Venice before their formal coming out. At the premiere,
the 49-year-old Afﬂeck waved to
the crowd as he helped Lopez, 52,
out of a black car and onto the red
carpet.
For weeks the two haven’t been
shy about PDA after coming back
together not long after Lopez’s
coming apart with Alex Rodriguez.
Afﬂeck’s divorce from Jennifer
Garner was ﬁnalized in 2018.
Throughout the summer, they
were photographed on a yacht off
Saint-Tropez, cuddling on a walk
in the Hamptons and nuzzling over
sushi in Malibu.
Ridley Scott’s medieval drama
“The Last Duel” also reunites Afﬂeck and Matt Damon, with some
Adam Driver thrown in. (AP)
❑
❑
❑

COLOMBO, Sri Lanka: Singer
and musician Sunil Perera entertained generations of Sri Lankans
with captivating songs, but won
their minds and hearts with his
outspoken comments against
social injustice, corruption, racism
and suppression of democracy.
Perera, a versatile singer, musician, composer and entertainer,
died of apparent complications
from COVID-19. He was 68.
Sunil tested positive for the
coronavirus last month and was
treated at a hospital in Colombo,
the capital. He returned home last
week, but was taken back to the
hospital after his condition deteriorated, and he died Monday.
He was cremated on the same
day at Colombo’s main cemetery
because of coronavirus-related
health regulations, with attendees

In ‘Queenpins,’ kitchen sink full of ideas
he timing was perfect. The very moment I
T
sat down to write about “Queenpins,” the inspired-by-actual-events tale of a coupon scheme
gone awry, a tantalizing coupon popped up on my
screen.
It offered 20 percent off, for a popular brand of
socks. I didn’t need socks. But 20 percent? Maybe
I did need socks? I suddenly recalled what Ken,
the hapless “loss prevention ofﬁcer” played by a
terriﬁc Paul Walter Hauser, said in the ﬁlm about
why people use coupons: It’s not usually because
they need the stuff. It’s the buzz - the “coupon
high” they get when they score a deal.
This alone could have made the germ of a movie: the psychology of discount shopping. But like
many themes here, it gets muddled into a confusing - though often highly entertaining - pastiche
of ideas and styles. Writer-directors Aron Gaudet
and Gita Pullapilly offer up a commentary on the
value of work. There’s a critique of capitalism,
and an intriguing buddy relationship between two
women with very different lives but shared goals.
There’s also the Robin Hood theory that some
crime is justiﬁable, especially when you’re helping
homemakers and hurting conglomerates who’ll just
write off the losses anyway. And there’s … well,
we could go on. But more is less, in this case.
The shame is that an excellent cast could have
been better served. Aside from Hauser, we have
the appealing duo of Kristen Bell and Kirby Howell-Baptiste as the coupon criminals. Bell is an expert at using her endlessly perky exterior to hide
devious intentions, and as for Howell-Baptiste,
somehow she makes us root for her no matter
what she’s doing - like negotiating a gun sale to a
possible right-wing militia.
Connie (Bell) is a frustrated housewife in a loveless marriage to a dry IRS auditor (Joel McHale
in a fairly thankless role). Unsuccessful fertility

limited to immediate family members and friends.
In normal times, thousands of
people would have attended the
funeral, but the country has been
under a coronavirus lockdown.
Sunil and his band, “Gypsies,”
were stalwarts of baila, a form of
music popular in Sri Lanka that is a
remnant of Portuguese colonization.

Sunil

treatments have put the couple in debt. In some
particularly trite dialogue, Connie refers to her
miscarriage as a failure “to get to the ﬁnish line.”
There’s one thing, though, that gives Connie
satisfaction: coupons. At the supermarket, she’s
presented with a bill of $138.55, but triumphantly
hands over a wad of discounts to get to $16.45.
“That was impressive,” notes the man behind her.
One day Connie eats some stale Wheaties and
decides to complain to the company. She’s thrilled
to get a coupon for a free box. And she wonders:
What if she had an endless supply of such coupons
and could sell them for proﬁt? She enlists neighbor
JoJo (Howell-Baptiste), who seems to understand
from the start that this may constitute, oh, a crime?
Commentary
The duo ﬁgures out that coupons are printed at
a factory in Mexico. All they need is an insider.
They ﬁnd a worker who earns only $2 an hour and
is happy to oblige.
They rack up millions within months. Under the
impression that they need to launder the money,
they buy a bunch of stuff - Lamborghinis, a boat to sell and make it “clean.” There’s a commentary
on lax gun laws when they hit a gun show and buy
up a stash. “That probably shouldn’t have been
that easy,” muses JoJo.
In any case, the women sail ahead in their exploits, with no idea that Ken (Hauser), a low-level
employee determined to do his job well, is on their
trail.
Ken is, in many ways, a jerk. He won’t give
a poor old lady a break when she unknowingly
presents an invalid coupon for hemorrhoid cream.
Told she’s a longtime valued customer, Ken replies he doesn’t care if she is Dame Judi Dench.
It’s bafﬂing, though, how that clever line is
in the same movie as a tasteless, overlong scene
where Ken soils himself during a stakeout, among

Lopez

“What made Sunil stand out
in the music ﬁeld was not only
his brand of music, but his fearless intervention in political and
social issues of the day that were
reﬂected not only in his lyrics, but
often expressing opinions none in
his ﬁeld dared tread,” the Daily
Mirror newspaper said in an editorial Wednesday.

other toilet references. Did this suddenly become
a slapstick comedy for teenage boys?
But Ken perseveres, joined in the pursuit by
a gun-toting postal inspector (Vince Vaughn, in
a tailor-made role) who bristles at unkind postal
service references.
Like the inspector, everyone here feels they
should be better valued. “I knew I was worth
more,” Connie says at a key moment. This alone
would have been a great organizing theme. Instead, we get a kitchen sink full of coupons.
“Queenpins,” an STX Entertainment release,
has been rated R by the Motion Picture Association of America “for language throughout.” Running time: 110 minutes. Two stars out of four.
MPAA deﬁnition of R: Restricted. Under 17
requires accompanying parent or adult guardian.
Also:
LOS ANGELES: The “Mad Max: Fury Road” prequel “Furiosa” isn’t speeding into theaters anytime soon. The ﬁlm’s release date was pushed
back a year - to May 24, 2024, Warner Bros. said
Friday. It had originally been set for June 2023.
George Miller is returning to write and direct
the ﬁlm, which is being touted as Australia’s
biggest production ever. “The Queen’s Gambit” star Anya Taylor-Joy is set to play the title
role, which Charlize Theron originated in “Fury
Road.” Chris Hemsworth and Yahya AbdulMateen II also star.
“Mad Max: Fury Road” had a famously turbulent production, but out of the ﬁres came a critical
hit that went on to score 10 Oscar nominations,
including for best picture and best director, winning six. Yet it was still in the red after over $375
million in global grosses.
The studio also said Friday that the new adaptation of “Salem’s Lot” will hit theaters on Sept. 9,
2022. (AP)

Sunil wrote and performed
songs that focused mostly on Sri
Lankan life and politics. He sang
about election violence, corruption, unemployment and poverty.
Other songs recounted a politician
who lost an election, a ruined wedding anniversary and a drunken
husband.
“Through his songs, Sunil pre-

sented how he saw the things in life
and his own experiences in a very
simple language, but very entertaining. People really like his songs
and the way he presented them. He
was very honest in his creations,”
said Aruna Gunaratna, a ﬁlm
critic and editor of Sarasaviya, Sri
Lanka’s oldest newspaper on ﬁlm
and the arts. (AP)
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NEW YORK: Love and romance were
the dreamy threads that bound together
Michael Kors’ Spring/Summer 2022
collection, presented in Central Park
in a show that emphasized the forced
intimacy of the pandemic and the optimism of love in New York City.
Kendall Jenner opened Friday’s
show in a timeless sleek black pencil
skirt with a thin leather belt fastened
around the waist and a simple bra.
Other looks included an oversized
pink fuzzy sweater with a wide turtle
neck, a modernized circle skirt, a
monochromatic checkered blazer and
mini skirt, with each piece embodying
romantic silhouettes and fabrics in a
sophisticated and charming way.
Held at Central Park’s Tavern on
the Green, the show highlighted a
cozy and warm environment with
lush green arches adorned with blush
pink roses and whites peonies. The
structured and sharply tailored clothes
Above and
mirrored the venue in its light and
below:
nostalgic vibe.
Models preModels like Jenner, Gigi Hadid,
sent creaImaan Hammam, and Precious Lee
tions from
were draped in gowns and skirts in
Moschino,
subdued color palettes of black, white,
Brandon
pink, tan and a dash of baby blue and
Maxwell
prints — keeping the collection right
and Mion par for the spring and summer
chael Kors
season.
collections
Hadid closed the show in a black
during Fashion
ankle-length cross-front gown with
Week, in New York,
Friday, Sept. 10.
hand-embroidered sequins.
(AP)
Kate Hudson, Hailee Steinfeld,
Lucy Hale and Olivia Holt were
among the stars at the show, which
included a performance from Arianna
Debose, who sang classic jazz love
songs like Nat King Cole’s “L-OV-E.”
Kors recalled names like Sophia
Loren, Ingrid Bergman and Jackie
Kennedy as inspirations for the timeless line.
But most of all, Kors emphasized
that style is back after a year of
coronavirus-related
shutdowns
plagued the
city’s arts
and culture
venues.
“I started
seeing people
getting dressed
up to just go out
and have a hamburger, just the
joy of expressing
yourself through
fashion,” he said.
“Comfort is a big
part of American
fashion always. So
how do we combine
feeling polished,
glamorous and
dressed up but never
give up comfort?”
To Kors, regardless
of what chaos is happening in the world, he
says he hopes his work
o
and latest collection
Moschin
helps people feel comfortable regardless of their size or age.
“I think everyone just wants to feel
good about themselves, wants to have
Kors
fun, and also wants to buy something
Michael
that makes them feel great but lasts,
something that stands the test of
Moschino
time,” he said. “Because the idea of
It was a soggy, gray day in Manhatsomething disposable, to me, is just,
tan, but Moschino had the antidote:
it’s an affront, you know, fashion is
a burst of color and whimsy ﬁlling a
not meant to be disposable.”
runway in midtown’s Bryant Park.
Jeremy Scott, the fertile mind
behind the Italian luxury label, ﬁlled
his New York Fashion Week collec-
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tion with bright baby blues, pastel
pinks and greens and purples, and
brilliant yellows — ﬁtting for a show
inspired by children’s toys and cartoon

tor, opened the show with a baby blue
three-piece suit — miniskirt, bustier
and jacket — adorned with a motif
of pink elephants and other whimsical animals, with a chunky necklace
around her neck bearing letters that
spelled “MOSCHINO.”
The dozens of outﬁts to come
hewed to the same concept — women
in baby-themed dresses and suits,
adorned with safety-pin earrings or
teething rings,
with whimsical matching
handbags and
gloves. There
were glasses
with heartshaped lenses
and slouchy
belts that
looked like
giant littlegirl charm
bracelets.
There
was even
a baby
mobile,
as headdress.
o
in
h
c
s
o
M
A neon
yellow shift dress was
festooned with blue teddy
bears and yellow daisies.
There were playful plaids,
o
all in shades that would be
Moschin
perfect in a nursery. Prints included
giraffes and puppies and kitties and
little lambs. One skirt was emblazoned
with a huge duck. There also was, it
seemed, a spotted kangaroo.
There were long gowns, too — one
featuring a huge bunny rabbit with
giant ears growing out of the bodice.
Perhaps most spectacular was Hadid’s,
with that long elephant trunk, and her
Kors
bottle accessory, which she seemed to
Michael
bite playfully as she strutted.
“The colors were really popping,”
Thursday’s show in a one-armed gown
noted celebrity guest Megan Fox, who
featuring a pink elephant’s trunk runwas seated in the front row, as was
ning down from her shoulder.
Taraji P. Henson.
It was a much-buzzed about
Of all the accessories, perhaps the
showing for Moschino at New York
sweetest was a small child’s beach pail
Fashion Week; the label usually
serving as a handbag — and harking
shows in Milan, though Scott has long
back to the fast-fading summer, which
presented his own namesake label in
seemed even more distant amid all the
New York. His Moschino creations are
soggy umbrellas in Bryant Park. (AP)
often
the
most
buzzed-about
outﬁ
ts
at
o
Moschin
the Met Gala, which this year comes
at the end of Fashion Week — think
animals.
Katy Perry as a cheeseburger.
Also ﬁtting: supermodel Gigi HadHadid, a longtime Scott collaboraid, a new mom herself, toting along
an oversized baby bottle as she closed
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Bryant returns to Wrigley Field,
Giants top Cubs, win 5th in row
Abreu hits 3-run homer as White Sox edge Red Sox 4-3
CHICAGO, Sept 11, (AP): Kris
Bryant drew a pair of standing
ovations in his return to Wrigley
Field, Evan Longoria and Brandon Belt homered in the seventh
inning and the San Francisco
Giants beat the Chicago Cubs
6-1 for their ﬁfth
straight victory.
The Giants improved
to a major league-best
91-50.
Bryant was traded to
the Giants for two prospects at the July 30 deadline as the rebuilding
Cubs unloaded marquee
stars who were set to beBryant
come free agents after this
season. The 29-year-old got a standing ovation
from the crowd of 29,439 during a pregame
video tribute and again before his ﬁrst inning
at-bat. Bryant went 0 for 3 with a walk, run and
struck out swinging twice.
San Francisco’s Dominic Leone opened with
two perfect innings on a bullpen day, and the
Giants used eight pitchers in a combined twohitter. Camilo Doval (2-1) got the ﬁnal out of
the sixth for the win. Trevor Megill (1-1) was
the loser.

White Sox 4, Red Sox 3
In Chicago, José Abreu hit a three-run
homer and Carlos Rodón pitched five effective innings on extended rest, helping Chicago beat Boston.
Luis Robert added an RBI single as Chicago
bounced back from a 2-4 trip. The AL Central
leaders also got steady innings from Craig Kimbrel and Liam Hendriks after the Red Sox rallied in the seventh.
Boston lost for the fourth time in ﬁve games,
but it maintained its one-game lead for the top
AL wild card because of the New York Yankees’ 10-3 loss to the Mets. The Red Sox also
remained nine games back of AL East-leading
Tampa Bay.
All-Star shortstop Xander Bogaerts returned
after being sidelined by COVID-19, but ace
left-hander Chris Sale was placed on the injured
list after he tested positive. The seven-time AllStar also had a mild bout with COVID-19 in
January that required him to quarantine for two
weeks.

Mets 10, Yankees 3
In New York, Rookie Tylor Megill struck
out a career-high 10 in a career-long seven innings and the Mets took advantage of a string
of mental and physical mistakes by the reeling
Yankees to rout their Bronx rival at Citi Field
in the opener of the season’s second Subway
Series.
Making the 15th start of his ﬁrst big league
season, Megill (3-4) allowed four hits and
walked one as the Mets got back to .500 at 7171.
The Yankees lost their season-high seventh
in a row and for the 11th time in 13 games following a 13-game winning streak. They began
the night a half-game ahead of Toronto for the
AL’s second wild-card berth.

Dodgers 3, Padres 0
In Los Angeles, Julio Urías pitched seven
shutout innings for his major league-leading
17th victory, Max Muncy slugged a two-run
homer and Los Angeles beat San Diego to snap
a two-game skid.
Urías (17-3) scattered three hits, struck out
seven and walked one to remain unbeaten in his
last 13 starts, going 8-0 in that stretch. The lefthander hasn’t lost since June 21 at San Diego.
Kenley Jansen pitched the ninth for his 31st
save.
Muncy’s 32nd homer off Joe Musgrove (109) gave the Dodgers a 2-0 lead in the third.
Mookie Betts singled for the Dodgers’ ﬁrst
hit of the game and scored on Muncy’s shot to
right.

Pirates 4, Nationals 3
In Pittsburgh, Ke’Bryan Hayes capped off a
ninth-inning rally with an RBI single and Pittsburgh slipped past Washington.
Hayes completed a two-run comeback by
sending Alberto Baldonado’s pitch to right
ﬁeld, scoring Ben Gamel from third for the ﬁrst
walk-off hit of his career.
Pittsburgh trailed 3-2 going into the ninth
but quickly put two men on off Patrick Murphy
(0-1). Murphy gave way to Baldonado, who
retired Cole Tucker but allowed the tying run
to score on a groundout to shortstop by Colin
Moran.
Hayes then won it to spoil the return of former Pirates All-Star ﬁrst baseman Josh Bell to
PNC Park. Bell, who spent ﬁve seasons in Pitts-

Chicago White Sox relief pitcher Liam Hendriks throws to a Boston Red Sox batter during the ninth inning of a baseball game, on Sept
10, in Chicago. (AP)

burgh before being traded to the Nationals in
December, hit his 26th home run.

Brewers 10, Indians 3
In Cleveland, Lorenzo Cain hit a grand slam
to cap a six-run ﬁfth inning, Eduardo Escobar
homered from both sides of the plate and Milwaukee beat Cleveland to move closer to the
NL Central title.
Milwaukee’s magic number to win the division is nine and the Brewers (87-55) are 32
games over .500 for the ﬁrst time in franchise
history.
Cain’s home run off reliever Sam Hentges
was his third career grand slam and gave Milwaukee a 9-1 lead. Escobar led off the ﬁfth with
a home run off right-hander Eli Morgan (2-7)
and started the sixth with a homer against the
left-handed Hentges, marking the fourth time in
his career he’s homered from both sides.
Luis Urías hit a two-run homer in the fourth
after committing two errors in the ﬁrst.
Adrian Houser (9-6) gave up one hit in six
innings- Bobby Bradley’s two-run single in the
ﬁrst - and worked around ﬁve walks.

Orioles 6, Blue Jays 3
In Baltimore, Cedric Mullins and Ryan
McKenna homered off Robbie Ray and Baltimore ended Toronto’s season-high winning
streak at eight.
Anthony Santander also had a three-run shot
in the seventh inning off Julian Merryweather (01) that traveled 423 feet and gave Baltimore the
decisive lead. The Orioles have won ﬁve games
in September, one more than they won in August.
Ray, who was the American League Player
of the Week, allowed three runs and a seasonhigh eight hits and eight strikeouts over 4 1/3
innings. It was his shortest outing since June 18
against Baltimore.
Conner Greene (1-0) got his ﬁrst career win
by throwing 1 2/3 scoreless innings, and Cole
Sulser picked up his seventh save,

beat Miami.
The comeback victory was the Braves’ 35th
this season and their second in two nights.
Anderson (7-5) allowed two runs and ﬁve
hits with two walks in ﬁve innings. Atlanta
closer Will Smith faced the minimum in the
ninth for his 32nd save in 37 chances.

Rockies 11, Phillies 2
In Philadelphia, Elias Díaz hit a grand slam,
Germán Márquez pitched six shutout innings
and Colorado continued to hurt Philadelphia’s
playoff chances.
Trevor Story and C.J. Cron also homered for
the Rockies, who won for the second straight
night at Citizens Bank Park and improved to
20-50 on the road.
Didi Gregorius homered and Bryce Harper
had a pair of hits and an RBI for the Phillies,
who have lost four straight and six of eight.
Philadelphia fell 4 1/2 games behind ﬁrst-place
Atlanta in the NL East.

Astros 10, Angels 5
In Houston, Shohei Ohtani hit his major
league-leading 44th home run, but got tagged
early by José Altuve and Alex Bregman in
Houston’s victory over Los Angeles.
Ohtani (9-2) had been 8-0 in his last 13 starts
since May 28, and gave himself a lead when he
hit a solo homer in the ﬁrst inning.
But the two-way sensation yielded six runs
on a career-high nine hits in 3 1/3 innings. Altuve and Bregman were a combined 5 for 5
against Ohtani.
Bregman, who had four RBIs, Altuve and
Carlos Correa each had three hits for the AL
West leaders. Bregman extended his hitting
streak to 10 games.
Framber Valdez (10-5) allowed four earned
runs on six hits with ﬁve walks and six strikeouts in ﬁve innings.

Tigers 10, Rays 4
In Detriot, Miguel Cabrera got his ninth
straight hit before the string ended, Jonathan
Schoop launched a grand slam and Detroit beat
Tampa Bay.
Rays rookie shortstop Wander Franco extended his on-base streak to 39 games, then
left in the ﬁrst inning with tightness in his right
hamstring. The 20-year-old Franco, who came
up limping on Nelson Cruz’s double in the ﬁrst
inning, has the second longest on-base run in
major league history - Frank Robinson set the
record of 43 in 1956.
The Tigers scored twice in the sixth, four times
in the seventh and three more in the eighth to beat
the team with the best record in the AL.
Cabrera singled in his ﬁrst two at-bats, giving him a career total of 2,973 and making him
the ﬁrst Tigers player to get nine straight hits
since Walt Dropo’s major league record 12
straight in July 1952.

Braves 6, Marlins 2
In Atlanta, Jorge Soler had a two-run single
during a ﬁve-run ﬁfth inning, Ian Anderson tied
a career high with nine strikeouts and Atlanta

Mariners 5, Diamondbacks 4
In Seattle, Tom Murphy hit a two-run home
run in the second inning and added a solo shot
in the sixth and Seattle beat Arizona for its
eighth victory in 11 games.
Both homers came off Madison Bumgarner
(7-10) as Seattle continued to inch closer in the
AL wild-card race, pulling within a game of
New York for the second spot.
J.P. Crawford led off the game with a solo
homer for Seattle. Marco Gonzales (8-5) threw
six innings, scattered four hits and allowed
three unearned runs.
Henry Ramos and Seth Beer homered for Arizona. Beer hit a solo homer off Diego Castillo
in the eighth inning in his ﬁrst major league atbat. Called up from Triple-A Reno earlier in the
day, he’s the ﬁrst Arizona player to homer in
his ﬁrst at-bat since John Hester in 2009.

Royals 6, Twins 4, 11 Innings
In Minneapolis, Andrew Benintendi had four
hits and two home runs, the last a two-run shot
in the 11th to send Kansas City past Minnesota.
Benintendi had ﬁve RBIs in his second
multi-homer game of the season in Minnesota.
He’s driven in 11 runs in his last three games
for Kansas City.
Ervin Santana (2-2) pitched around a walk
and the automatic runner in a scoreless 10th
against his former team, and Greg Holland
earned his eighth save in 12 chances.
Juan Minaya (2-1) took the loss for the Twins.
Benintendi opened the scoring in the ﬁrst
with a three-run homer off Twins rookie starter
Grifﬁn Jax. He also hit two home runs in Minnesota on May 1.

Reds 4, Cardinals 2
In St. Louis, Jose Barrero made the most of
an unexpected start by doubling in the tiebreaking run in the ninth inning, leading Cincinnati
past St. Louis.
The 23-year-old Barrero had two hits after he
was recalled from Triple-A Louisville earlier in
the day to ﬁll in for inﬁelder Kyle Farmer, who
was placed on the paternity list. Barrero was hitting .167 over 14 big league games prior to Friday.
T.J. McFarland (3-1) started the ninth giving
up an inﬁeld single to Eugenio Suarez. Following a force out at second, Barrero hit a ball to
deep center that gave the Reds the lead. Barrero
scored on Delino DeShields’ ﬁelder’s choice
grounder.

Athletics 10, Rangers 5

New York Mets’ Javier Baez hits an RBIsingle against the New York Yankees during the ﬁrst inning of a baseball game on
Sept 10, in New York. (AP)

In Oakland, Calif., Matt Olson had four hits
and drove in four runs, Starling Marte added an
RBI triple and Oakland beat Texas for its third
straight win.
Elvis Andrus took a pitch off his left hip
from Rangers starter Glenn Otto to force home
the go-ahead run in a six-run second inning.
Andrus later scored on Marte’s triple in the
fourth that chased Otto (0-1).
Josh Harrison had a two-run single in the
ﬁfth for the A’s (77-64), who along with the
Mariners are one game back for the second AL
wild card with Toronto only trailing the Yankees by a half-game in the race for that spot.

Verstappen takes pole

Bottas wins sprint
event at Italian GP
MONZA, Italy, Sept 11, (AP): Valtteri
Bottas continued a fantastic weekend as he
won the sprint at the Italian Grand Prix on
a miserable Saturday afternoon for Mercedes teammate Lewis Hamilton, who saw
title rival Max Verstappen take pole position and extend his lead
in the standings.
Bottas finished the
18-lap dash 2.325
seconds ahead of Verstappen but will start
at the back of the grid
on Sunday as he is
going to take a new
power unit and will
receive a penalty for
Bottas
doing so.
Verstappen has pole position and
Daniel Ricciardo will also start from the
front row. The McLaren driver finished
14.534 behind Bottas, who is leaving
Mercedes at the end of the season for
Alfa Romeo.
Hamilton ﬁnished in ﬁfth, more than 20
seconds behind his teammate following a
woeful start.
Verstappen extended his lead in the
championship to ﬁve points after the Red
Bull driver earned two points for ﬁnishing
second.
This was the second sprint qualifying after its debut at Silverstone.
Rather than the standard format of two
practices on Friday and a third practice
and qualifying on Saturday, there was one
practice on Friday followed by a qualifying session that determined the grid for
Saturday’s sprint.
Bottas was quickest in Friday’s qualifying and so started just ahead of Hamilton.
But the seven-time world champion had
a nightmare start and swiftly dropped to
sixth.
Hamilton moved up to ﬁfth after Pierre
Gasly – a surprise winner at Monza last
year – clipped the back of another car and
crashed into the barriers at turn one. He
will start the race behind Lando Norris and
just ahead of Ferrari’s Charles Leclerc,
who won the Italian team’s home race in
2019.
Hamilton is a ﬁve-time winner at the
Temple of Speed and has three additional
podiums at the track.
In contrast, Verstappen has never set
foot on the iconic Monza podium, with a
best ﬁnish of ﬁfth in 2018.

MLB Results/Standings
WASHINGTON, Sept 11, (AP): Results and
standings from the MLB games on Friday.
NY Mets
10 NY Yankees
3
Milwaukee
10 Cleveland
3
Detroit
10 Tampa Bay
4
Baltimore
6 Toronto
3
Houston
10 LA Angels
5
Kansas City
6 Minnesota (11 inn) 4
Chicago White Sox 4 Boston
3
Seattle
5 Arizona
4
Oakland
10 Texas
5
San Francisco
6 Chicago Cubs
1
Pittsburgh
4 Washington
3
Atlanta
6 Miami
2
Colorado
11 Philadelphia
2
Cincinnati
4 St Louis
2
LA Dodgers
3 San Diego
0
American League
East Division
W
L
Pct
GB
Tampa Bay
88
53
.624
—
Boston
80
63
.559
9
New York
78
63
.553
10
Toronto
77
63
.550
10-1/2
Baltimore
46
94
.329
41-1/2
Central Division
W
L
Pct
GB
Chicago
81
60
.574
—
Cleveland
69
70
.496
11
Detroit
67
75
.472
14-1/2
Kansas City
64
77
.454
17
Minnesota
62
79
.440
19
West Division
W
L
Pct
GB
Houston
82
58
.586
—
Oakland
77
64
.546
5-1/2
Seattle
77
64
.546
5-1/2
Los Angeles
69
72
.489
13-1/2
Texas
51
89
.364
31
National League
East Division
W
L
Pct
GB
Atlanta
75
65
.536
—
Philadelphia
71
70
.504
4-1/2
New York
71
71
.500
5
Miami
59
82
.418
16-1/2
Washington
58
83
.411
17-1/2
Central Division
W
L
Pct
GB
Milwaukee
87
55
.613
—
Cincinnati
75
67
.528
12
St Louis
71
69
.507
15
Chicago
65
77
.458
22
Pittsburgh
51
90
.362
35-1/2
West Division
W
L
Pct
GB
San Francisco 91
50
.645
—
Los Angeles
89
53
.627
2-1/2
San Diego
74
66
.529
16-1/2
Colorado
65
77
.458
26-1/2
Arizona
45
96
.319
46
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Lynx beat Fever 89-72

Mystics rally past Dream,
end 3-game losing streak

Coastal Carolina safety Alex Spillum dives on the ball in the end zone
for a touchdown after he blocked a
Kansas punt during the ﬁrst half of
an NCAA college football game in
Conway, S.C., on Sept. 10. (AP)

White, McCall star

C. Carolina wins 3rd
straight over Kansas
CONWAY, South Carolina, Sept. 11,
(AP): Reese White ran for 102 yards
and three touchdowns, Grayson McCall threw for two scores and ran for a
third and No. 17 Coastal Carolina beat
Kansas for the third straight season,
49-22.
Coastal Carolina (2-0) hosted a
Power Five team for the ﬁrst time in
its ﬁve seasons in the FBS and the Jayhawks (1-1) didn’t have the ﬁrepower
to spoil the home team’s “White Out”
promotion in front of the largest crowd
here ever at 17,697.
The Chanticleers’ wins at Kansas the last two years certainly raised
eyebrows. This one wasn’t much of a
shocker as Coastal Carolina showed
off a deep, talented offense and a relentless defense to put away its Big 12
Conference opponent.
White had touchdown runs of 2, 19
and 3 yards against Kansas after two
touchdowns in team’s 52-14 opening
victory over The Citadel last week.
McCall began the scoring with a 33yard TD pass to Jaivon Heiligh, then
had a 2-yard scoring run.
White talked this week of going for
three touchdowns after his two a week
ago. “I wanted to add one to the total,”
he said. “I thought, ‘Why not go for
three?’ and I did it.’”

FOOTBALL
Kansas quarterback Jason Bean, a
North Texas transfer, had touchdown
runs of 34 and 46 yards as the Jayhawks drew to 28-22 midway through
the third quarter.
However, the Chants responded
with White’s ﬁnal two touchdowns to
open up a 20-point lead.
Kansas entered after snapping a 13game losing streak in the opener and
hoped to keep the momentum going on
Coastal’s teal blue turf.
But the Chanticleers and McCall
proved too potent for ﬁrst year Jayhawks coach Lance Leipold’s program. They scored on three of their
ﬁrst four possessions and got a blocked
punt for a TD by Alex Spillum to take
a 28-9 lead.
McCall ﬁnished 17-of-21 passing
for 245 yards. Heiligh had six catches
for 122 yards, his fourth consecutive
game with 100-plus receiving yards.
Spillum, a speedy, 6-foot-2,
190-pound safey, blew through the
line to block the punt deep in Kansas
territory. He followed the ball into the
end zone and covered up for the score.
About the only mistake Coastal
Carolina made was exhuberance. What
looked like an interception by cornerback D’Jordan Strong was celebrated
wildly by Coastal’s players. An unsportsmanlike conduct ﬂag few for excessive celebration and, when the pick
was overturned on review, Kansas had
the ball back and a ﬁrst down.
The Jayhawks continued on a 66yard touchdown drive for their last
lead, 9-7. Bean led Kansas with 102
yards rushing. “Our margin of error
is very small right now. I think that’s
pretty evident,” Leipold said. “We had
some moments where we were knocking on the door, but just couldn’t quite
get over the hump.”

WASHINGTON, Sept. 11, (AP):
Tina Charles had 26 points and
16 rebounds and the Washington
Mystics beat the Atlanta Dream
82-74 to snap a three-game losing streak.
Charles moved past Rebekkah
Brunson (3,356) for second place
on the WNBA career rebounding
list, trailing Sylvia Fowles
(3,674).
Washington (11-18) moved
into a tie with the New York
Liberty for eighth - the final
playoff spot. The Mystics go on
the road to face Chicago and
New York, followed by a home
game against Minnesota to close
the regular season.
Atlanta (7-22) was eliminated
from playoff contention.
Theresa Plaisance had 14
points, seven rebounds and six
assists for Washington. Natasha
Cloud added 13 points, six assists
and four steals. The Mystics had
20 assists on 29 field goals.
Courtney Williams led the
Dream with 23 points. Monique
Billings added 14 points and 10

Djokovic into US Open ﬁnal,
nears calendar Grand Slam

BASKETBALL
rebounds, Tiffany Hayes had 13
points, six assists and four steals,
and Aari McDonald scored 11
points.
Lynx 89, Fever 72
In Minneapolis, Aerial Powers
scored 20 points and Kayla
McBride added 15 points to help
the Minnesota Lynx beat the
Indiana Fever.
Minnesota (19-10) moved into
a tie with Phoenix for fourth in
the WNBA standings. The Lynx
face Indiana the next two games,
and play Washington in the regular-season finale - aiming for a
top-four finish and a first-round
bye in the playoffs.
Sylvia Fowles had 13 points,
seven rebounds, four steals and
five blocks for Minnesota.
Fowles tied a franchise record
for blocks in a first half with
four.
Tied at 41 early in the third
quarter, Minnesota scored 40 of
the next 59 points.
Tiffany Mitchell scored 16
points and Jantel Lavender added
15 for Indiana (6-22). Kelsey
Mitchell had 11 points on 4-for15 shooting.

Novak Djokovic of Serbia returns a shot to Alexander Zverev of Germany during the semiﬁnals of the US Open tennis championships, on Sept. 10, in
New York. (AP)

Medvedev eliminates Auger-Aliassime
NEW YORK, Sept. 11,
(AP): If Novak Djokovic
does complete the ﬁrst calendar-year Grand Slam for
a man since 1969 - and he
is headed to the U.S. Open
ﬁnal, just one victory away
- he, and everyone else, will
remember one particularly pivotal, and epic, game
along the way.
It came at the conclusion of the
third set of what eventually became
a 4-6, 6-2, 6-4, 4-6, 6-2 victory
over Tokyo Olympics gold medalist Alexander Zverev in the semiﬁnals at Flushing Meadows, making
Djokovic 27-0 in major championships this season.
Beating No. 2 Daniil Medvedev on
Sunday for the title will allow Djokovic
to secure two signiﬁcant milestones.
He would add the 2021 U.S. Open
trophy to those he won at the Australian Open in February, French Open in

TENNIS

In this July 17, 1999, ﬁle photo,
New York Liberty forward Sue
Wicks (23) shoots as Minnesota
Lynx guard Katie Smith (14) and
forward Angie Potthoff (44) move
in to defend during the ﬁrst half of
a WNBA basketball game in Minneapolis. Wicks and Kym Hampton
are “Liberty Legends,” who have
worked in the New York basketball
community for years. (AP)

June and Wimbledon in July. And the
34-year-old from Serbia would collect
his 21st Slam title in all, breaking the
men’s career mark he currently shares
with Roger Federer and Rafael Nadal.
“There’s only one match left. ... All
in. Let’s do it,” Djokovic said, spreading his arms wide, in an on-court interview. “I’m going to put my heart and
my soul and my body and my head into
that one. I’m going to treat the next
match like it is the last match of my
career.”
That key game against Zverev featured one extended exchange after another, including a 53-shot, minute-plus
point that was the longest of the tournament and actually was lost by Djokovic. Zverev delivered a forehand winner, then hunched over with his hands
on his knees. Djokovic went to grab a
towel. Both men were breathing heavily as most of Arthur Ashe Stadium’s
21,139 spectators rose in unison on a
cool, crisp evening.
But that one, tiny outcome didn’t
matter. Never seems to with Djokovic,
especially in best-of-ﬁve-set matches
on his sport’s most prestigious stages.
As usual, he used his superb returning

Daniil Medvedev of Russia serves to Felix Auger-Aliassime of Canada during the semiﬁnals of the US Open tennis championships, on Sept. 10, in
New York. (AP)

and never-take-a-rest defense to wear
down Zverev.
“I’m proud of the ﬁght that I delivered,” Djokovic said.
So, yes, Djokovic lost that point which was preceded by others lasting
13, 19, 22 and 31 shots, and followed
by one that went 16 - but he won that
game, and that set with it. Just as he had
lost the ﬁrst set about 1 1/2 hours earlier but turned things around, with the
help of a dip in level from the fourthseeded Zverev. And just as, later, Djokovic lost the fourth set but immediately
rebounded and was nearly untouchable
while going ahead 5-0 in the ﬁfth then
held on.
Djokovic, who has spent more weeks
at No. 1 in the ATP rankings than anyone, ﬁgures out what is required to
emerge on top and does it. In each of
his past four matches - and 10 in all at
the Slams this year - he trailed by a set
and won.
He equaled Federer by getting to a

31st career Slam ﬁnal; Djokovic’s total now includes a record nine in New
York, where he has won three championships.
It will be Slam ﬁnal No. 3 for Medvedev, a 25-year-old from Russia, who
eliminated 12th-seeded Felix AugerAliassime of Canada 6-4, 7-5, 6-2 in
the afternoon. Medvedev was defeated
by Djokovic in this year’s Australian
Open ﬁnal and by Nadal in the 2019
U.S. Open ﬁnal.
“The more you lose something, the
more you want to win it. The more you
want to gain it and take it,” said Medvedev, who has lost only one set over
the past two weeks. “I lost two ﬁnals. I
want to win the third one.”
Djokovic is trying to go 4 for 4 at the
majors over the course of one season,
something last done in men’s tennis
by Rod Laver 52 years ago. It was also
done by Laver in 1962 and Don Budge
in 1938. Three women have completed
what’s known as a true Grand Slam,

most recently Stefﬁ Graf in 1988. Serena Williams’ attempt in 2015 ended at
the U.S. Open with a semiﬁnal loss to
Roberta Vinci.
“I’ll be giving it all I possibly got in
the tank to win this match. I’m focusing
on recovery, recalibrating all the systems, basically, for Sunday,” Djokovic
said. “I’m not going to waste time or
energy on anything that can just be a
distraction and deplete me from the vital energy that I need.”
As Friday night’s semiﬁnal began,
the 81-year-old Laver was seated front
and center behind a baseline in the
President’s Box at Ashe.
A year ago in New York, when fans
were banned because of the coronavirus
pandemic, Zverev came oh-so-close to
collecting his ﬁrst major, taking a twoset lead and getting within two points
of a championship before frittering it
all away and losing to Dominic Thiem
in a ﬁfth-set tiebreaker.
Zverev came into Friday on a
16-match winning streak, a run that includes beating Djokovic in the Summer
Games semiﬁnals on July 30. That was
in a best-of-three-sets format, though,
which changes everything when it
comes to Djokovic. He is now 36-10 in
matches that go ﬁve sets.
Here’s the thing about Djokovic,
who occasionally rubbed his lower
back with his left hand or hit his legs
with his racket: Whatever the outward
signs seem to say, he never stresses and
he waits for the other guy to slip.
“It’s kind of a hurricane, a tornado,
of emotions that you’re going through
in a sequence of one set or even one
point. You are by yourself on the court,
so there is no escape,” Djokovic said.
“You’ve got to ﬁnd a way.”
He usually does.
“Mentally, in the most important
moments,” Zverev said after his 3 1/2hour loss, “I would rather play against
anybody but him.”
Against Zverev, things really came
alive six games and 20 minutes in,
thanks to a terriﬁc 24-stroke point
in which Djokovic tried a drop shot.
Zverev got to it, replied at a seemingly
impossible angle and - after Djokovic sprinted wide of the doubles alley
and stretched to retrieve that, sneakers
squeaking all the way - came up with
a winner.
The crowd went wild. Zverev raised
his right hand and wagged his ﬁngers:
“Louder!” Soon enough, Djokovic was
shaking a ball off his frame and into the
seats, and the set was Zverev’s.

French boxer pays tribute to Belmondo

Yoka stops Milas for 11th straight win

Tony Yoka of France, (right), exchanges blows with Croatia’s Petar Milas during their heavyweight boxing ﬁght on
the central court Philippe Chatrier at the Roland Garros tennis stadium, in Paris, on Sept. 10. (AP)

PARIS, Sept 11, (AP): Unbeaten
French heavyweight boxer Tony
Yoka secured an 11th straight
win when he stopped Croatian
Petar Milas at the end of the seventh round.
Moments after his victory,
Yoka held up a photo of late
French actor Jean-Paul Belmondo, who died on Monday
and who was a huge boxing
fan.
The ﬁght took place on the
grounds of the French Open tennis championship at Roland Garros in western Paris, with 8,500
fans present on Court PhilippeChatrier to witness Yoka knocking down Milas with a left hook
and then following up with a
right hook in the ﬁnal seconds of
Round 7.
Yoka won Olympic gold in Rio
de Janeiro ﬁve years ago but was

troubled early on by the ﬂeetfooted and mobile Milas, who
had won his previous 15 ﬁghts
and stung Yoka with some smart
shots.
Three other fights also took
place at Roland Garros, which
had last hosted a fight in 1973

BOXING
and will host tennis and boxing events at the 2024 Paris
Games.
A moment’s applause was held
Friday in memory of Belmondo
who died at the age of 88.
Belmondo was a huge tennis
and boxing fan who was a regular spectator at the French Open
and at boxing events. The rugged
Belmondo, whose crooked box-

er’s nose and rakish grin made
him one of the country’s most
recognizable leading men, even
played the part of a boxer in his
acting career. This was the 10th
ﬁght to be held on the grounds of
the French Open.
In 1946, Frenchman Marcel
Cerdan beat American Holman
Williams on points. Cerdan, a
European middleweight champion, won 110 of his 114 ﬁghts
and is widely considered his nation’s ﬁnest boxer. One of his defeats came against Jake LaMotta
in what proved to be Cerdan’s
ﬁnal ﬁght.
Frenchman Jean-Claude Bouttier beat Carlo Duran in 1971
but then lost on points to Carlos
Monzon, who retained his WBA
and WBC middleweight titles in
1973 - when Belmondo was in
the crowd.
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Manchester City’s Aymeric
Laporte (right), fouls Leicester
City’s Jamie Vardy resulting in a booking during their
English Premier League soccer match at The King Power
Stadium, Leicester, England.
(AP)
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Ronaldo scores 2 on ‘glorious’ United
return, Arsenal ﬁnally win; Spurs lose
City pip Leicester for 3rd straight victory, Southampton hold West Ham
MANCHESTER,
England, Sept 11, (AP): The
leap, swivel and landing
with outstretched arms as
the Old Trafford crowd
roared.
If anyone missed it the ﬁrst time
on Saturday — and it’s hard to
imagine when so many eyes were
transﬁxed on Cristiano Ronaldo
— they got another chance in the
second half.
This was always going to be Ronaldo’s day. Two goals, two chances to
stage his trademark celebration in a 4-1
victory over Newcastle, ensured the
performance matched the club hype
that fans young and old embraced
with their “Viva Ronaldo” chants and
willingness to hand over cash for new
jerseys.
Less than ﬁve months ago the fans

SOCCER
were storming the stadium in a rage
against the owners. Now the greenand-gold anti-Glazer protest scarves
were hanging over the No. 7 Ronaldo
shirts the megastore is struggling to
match the demand for in the two weeks
since he joined from Juventus.
The only “Get out of our club”
chants were aimed by the Newcastle
supporters at their owner, not Avram
Glazer in the home directors’ seats.
For Old Trafford’s second capacity
crowd since the start of the pandemic
18 months ago, the “Welcome home”
announcements left no doubt they
were for the superstar on the ﬁeld.
He left United a year after winning
his ﬁrst Ballon D’Or accolade in 2008.
The Portugal captain returns a ﬁvetime winner, with the chiselled, lean
body ensuring not just playing longevity at 36 but a status that transcends not
just United but the sport.
Ronaldo even laughed at himself.
Like after the early miss when he
swung at the ball from a tight angle
right in front of the Newcastle fans.
He had to wait until the second
minute of stoppage time at the end of
the ﬁrst half to restart the goal count
left at 118 in 2009.
Few goals will be easier, tapping
into an empty net after goalkeeper
Freddie Woodman fumbled Mason
Greenwood.
It was a goal United fans hadn’t seen
in 12 years and feared would never
happen, especially when he came close
to signing for Manchester City when
he unexpectedly came on the market in
the ﬁnal days of the summer transfer
window.
Yet it was a goal only the crowd of
around 74,000 could legally watch in
Britain.
The peculiarity of broadcasting
rules meant this game was blacked out
from television and digital platforms
in Britain until after the game. Yet, illicit Twitter clips of it were showing
more than a million views within half
an hour of it being scored.
There was a moment of unease when
United’s need for a new defensive midﬁelder was highlighted by the failings
that led to Newcastle’s Javier Manquillo
being able to equalize in the second half.
But Ronaldo had the lead restored
in the 62nd. All the running in the
buildup was from Luke Shaw before
slipping the ball through for Ronaldo
to effortlessly put the ball between
Woodman’s legs.
And there it was again, the signature
celebration ﬁnessed during his time at
Real Madrid, this time in front of the
Stretford End, where Ronaldo shouted
“Siuuu.”
The win was secure. It just needed
compatriot Bruno Fernandes with a
ﬁne rising, curling shot and Jesse Lingard’s stoppage time strike to add to
the party atmosphere.
Palace 3, Tottenham 0
Tottenham became the ﬁnal team to
lose their perfect record in the Premier
League, falling 3-0 at Crystal Palace
after new signing Odsonne Edouard
scored twice to add to a penalty by
Wilfried Zaha.
Spurs won their opening three
games of the season under new manager Nuno Espirito Santo — all by a
1-0 score — but were without a slew
of ﬁrst-choice players at Selhurst Park
and were outplayed.
Tottenham had already been reduced to 10 men following the sending-off of center back Japhet Tanganga
for two yellow cards in the space of
ﬁve minutes when Ben Davies, on as
a substitute in the resulting defensive
realignment, was adjudged to have

Brentford’s Christian Norgaard (left), and Brighton and Hove Albion’s Neal Maupay battle for the ball during their English Premier League soccer match at The Brentford Community Stadium,
London, Saturday, Sept 11, 2021. (AP)

Wolfsburg maintain perfect start to season

Haaland stars as Dortmund edge Leverkusen in thriller

Manchester United’s Cristiano Ronaldo celebrates after scoring his
side’s second goal during the English
Premier League soccer match between Manchester United and Newcastle United at Old Trafford stadium
in Manchester, England. (AP)

blocked a cross with his arm.
Zaha converted the 76th-minute
penalty, with goalkeeper Hugo Lloris
diving the wrong way, and worse was
to come for Davies when a shot by Edouard deﬂected off the Tottenham replacement and into the bottom corner.
It marked an immediate impact by
the French striker, who had only come
on as a substitute seconds earlier for
his ﬁrst appearance since a move on
the ﬁnal day of the summer transfer
window from Scottish club Celtic.
Edouard then added a second goal
from close range in the third minute of
stoppage time.
Arsenal 1, Norwich 0
Pierre-Emerick Aubameyang ended
Arsenal’s wait for a goal and some
points in the English Premier League
by scoring in a 1-0 win over Norwich .
The striker tapped in from close
range in the 66th minute after Nicolas
Pepe struck shots against both posts
before the ball dribbled across the face
of goal to Aubameyang.
It was enough to lift Arsenal off the
bottom of the standings, with Norwich
dropping into last place instead.
The win relieves some of the pressure on Arsenal manager Mikel Arteta,
whose team opened with three straight
losses without scoring — the most
recent a 5-0 thrashing at Manchester
City before the international break.
City 1, Leicester 0
Bernardo Silva earned Manchester
City their third straight victory in the

BERLIN, Sept 11, (AP): Erling Haaland scored twice as Borussia Dortmund came from behind three times to
beat Bayer Leverkusen 4-3 in a thrilling Bundesliga game on Saturday.
Both teams already had - along with
Bayern Munich - the best attacks in the
league (nine goals from three games),
so needed no encouragement to push
forward.
But the winning goal, a penalty
scored by Haaland in the 77th minute,
came after a contentious decision to
award the spot kick. Odilon Kossounou caught Dortmund captain Marco
Reus in the face with his hand as he
tried to shield the ball, and referee
Daniel Siebert pointed to the spot after
watching replays following an intervention from the video referee.
“It’s not a real blow in my opinion,”
Reus said. “What can I do? He hits me
and I noticed it hurt and that’s why I
went to the ground.”
Leverkusen opened the scoring in
the ninth minute when Paulinho played
Florian Wirtz through and the 18-yearold Germany forward tucked his shot
inside the right post.
Dortmund kept pushing, however.
Haaland ﬁnally equalized in the 37th
with a header to Thomas Meunier’s
English Premier League with a second-half goal to see off Leicester .
Getting City some revenge for last
month’s loss to Leicester in the Community Shield, the Portugal midﬁelder
lifted a ﬁnish over goalkeeper Kasper
Schmeichel in the 62nd minute after
the ball fell to him when Joao Cancelo’s shot from the edge of the box
hit Leicester defender Caglar Soyuncu.
The win would have come easier for
City if it wasn’t for wasteful ﬁnishing
that underlined its need for a striker to
replace Sergio Aguero, having missed
out on signing Harry Kane in the summer transfer window.
Southampton 0, West Ham 0
Declan Rice cleared a header off the
goalline in stoppage time to salvage a
point for West Ham in a 0-0 draw at
Southampton .
Armando Broja headed in a corner
low to beat goalkeeper Lukasz Fabianski but Rice was at the far post and
cleared it off the bounce to keep West
Ham unbeaten after four games.
West Ham entered as the league coleaders with 10 goals but they never
seriously threatened at St. Mary’s and

PSG rout Clermont without Messi, Neymar
cross.
Jude Bellingham’s goal two minutes
later for Dortmund was ruled out by
VAR for a foul by Mahmoud Dahoud
in the buildup.
Bellingham went close shortly afterward and Leverkusen struck on a
counterattack before the break. Wirtz
set up Patrik Schick to score in off the
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far post before the break.
Brandt equalized right after it, somehow controlling Haaland’s poor pass at
pace before blasting the ball high into

the roof of the net.
But Moussa Diaby ﬁred Leverkusen
back in front in the 55th with a crisp
shot from distance inside the right
post. He missed the ball with his ﬁrst
attempt, then made up for it with his
next.
Guerreiro equalized with a brilliant
free kick inside the top right corner
the 71st, and Haaland had the ﬁnal say
from the penalty spot.
“Altogether I think 3-3 their perfect
start to the season by winning at promoted Greuther Fürth 2-0, Mainz won
at Hoffenheim 2-0, Cologne drew in
Freiburg 1-1, and Union Berlin drew
with Augsburg 0-0.

SOCCER

Dortmund’s Erling Haaland scores a penalty goal during the German Bundesliga soccer match between Bayer Leverkusen and Borussia Dortmund
in Leverkusen, Germany. (AP)

turns their attention to a Europa League
match at Dinamo Zagreb on Thursday.
Broja, on loan from Chelsea, came
on as a substitute in the 74th and hit
the post with a shot seven minutes later
in an impressive performance by the
20-year-old Albania international.
Brighton 1, Brentford 0
Brighton ended newly promoted
Brentford’s unbeaten start to the English Premier League by scoring in the
90th minute for a 1-0 win .
Belgium midﬁelder Leandro Trossard curled into the corner as stoppage
time approached to punish Brentford
for a lack of cutting edge and inﬂict

their ﬁrst loss at home since February.
Bryan Mbeumo was guilty of wasting the best of Brentford’s chances and
the hosts were hit with a sucker-punch
late on as Brighton claimed a third win
in four matches to open the league.
Brentford started their ﬁrst top-ﬂight
season in 74 years with a win and two
draws.
Brighton’s deadline-day signing,
Marc Cucurella, was handed a full debut and was introduced to life in England with a ﬂailing arm from fellow
Spaniard Sergi Canos, which earned
an early yellow card.
It sparked wild celebrations in the
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PARIS, Sept 11, (AP): Midﬁelder
Ander Herrera scored twice and Kylian Mbappe added another as French
league leaders Paris Saint-Germain
routed promoted Clermont 4-0 on Saturday to make it ﬁve straight wins.
Midﬁelder Idrissa Gueye came off
the bench to add the fourth goal midway through the second half.
Clermont lost for the ﬁrst time after
a bright start to Ligue 1.
Italy’s European Championship star
goalkeeper, Gianluigi Donnarumma,
made his debut in goal for PSG, whose
home fans must wait a while longer to
see Lionel Messi at Parc des Princes.
The Argentina star scored a hat trick
in World Cup qualifying on Thursday
but was rested along with countrymen
Angel Di Maria and Leandro Paredes

and Brazil star Neymar.
Following international duty, they
could return on Wednesday when PSG
opens their Champions League campaign away to Bruges. Messi could
make his home debut next Sunday
against Lyon.
But Mbappe shook off a minor calf
injury sustained on international duty
with France and he ﬁnished conﬁdently from Danilo Pereira’s pass in the
54th minute.
Herrera grabbed a rare brace with
ﬁrst-half goals and Gueye struck in the
64th.
away end, where club chairman Tony
Bloom was present.
Wolves 2, Watford 0
South Korea forward Hwang Heechan scored on his English Premier
League debut to seal Wolverhampton’s ﬁrst win of the season, 2-0 at
Watford .
Hwang’s shot from close range in
the 83rd minute followed an own goal
by Watford defender Francisco Sierralta nine minutes earlier at Vicarage
Road.
Wolves had been held scoreless in
their ﬁrst three games - all 1-0 scores
to tough competition in Leicester, Tottenham and Manchester United.
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